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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 This thesis aims to reveal the hypothesis that long working hour reduce people’s 
happiness and undermine democracy. For achieving this goal, this study clarifies the relationship 
between long working hours, happiness, and political engagement. Moreover, in order to seek 
the way to increase social happiness, it tries to figure out how global free market economy 
relates the working hours. The research method mainly relies on the fieldwork in Japan and 
Denmark. 
First, this study succeeded to reinforce the argument that long working hour negatively 
influenced people’s happiness. Also, if we define the quality of democracy as the society 
constituted with the people who are satisfied with their political actions, the hypothesis could be 
confirmed. The reason for this is that long working hours would hamper the people’s satisfaction 
for their political action. My study revealed that long working hours reduce the time to enhance 
sociopolitical literacy, which means the quality of self-informing on social and political issues, 
and interfere with people’s satisfaction that they spend enough time to figure out their stand 
point: this is the logic that the hypothesis could be verified. 
Second, the difference of movements for working hour reduction between Japan and 
Denmark offers ones the insights of understanding the relationship between working hours and 
free market economy. By contrast Japan started the movement of work hour reduction from top-
down structure and for economic reasons, Denmark keeps fewer work hours by collective 
bargaining without governmental regulation. Furthermore, the difference contributes to 
establishing the better strategies to decrease working hours.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 Happiness is the ultimate desire of all the citizens in the world. Policymakers have 
continued a major policy debate about the ideal development.  In July 2011, the UN General 
Assembly had a historic decision. It invited member countries to measure the happiness level of 
their citizens and recommend to use the data as a guide to their public policy. Following after the 
year of April, the first UN high-level meeting on happiness and well-being was held, chaired by 
the Prime Minister of Bhutan. Although the second meeting has not been conducted, the United 
Nations developed the world’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for the period of 2015-
2030. SDGs stands on the idea to seek to strengthen universal peace in larger freedom, and it 
regards well-being as an important object. 
In the world, one-fifth of people work more than 48 hours a week (ILO 2007). Recently, 
a large number of countries reduced their normal working hours from 48 hours a week to 40 
hours (ILO 2007). Sweden is reducing regular working hours to five hours a day, and one of the 
Danish political parties argues for the 30 hours work week (The Alternative1). However, in 
reality, many countries work more than the regular working hours: 40 hours a week, which is 
ratified by the International Labour Organization (ILO) Hours of Convention in 1919 (ILO 2007).  
The enforcement of labor regulations in practice is too weak to control actual working 
hours (ILO 2007). One example is Japan. Their labor law clearly regulates eight hours working a 
day, but one study in 2014 shows that one of five people work more than 49 hours a week 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  	   Refer	  The Alternative Facebook Post (August 14, 2016) Retrieved from 
https://www.facebook.com/theinternationalalternative/posts/1236069046405674  
Josephine Fock (March 26, 2015) Work week must be of 30 hours Retrieved from 
https://humandaysblog.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/blog-post-title-3/ 
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(Ministry of Health, Labor and Well-beings Japan (MHLW) 2016). Karoshi and karojisatsu 
(death and suicide because of overwork fatigue) are serious social issues especially in East Asian 
countries: Japan, South Korea and China. This situation gives a young generation a negative 
image of their future.  
Work is one of the significant factors cultivating happiness in the world. Many studies 
have already revealed the relationship between work-life balance and health, life satisfaction. 
The long working hours seriously undermine people’s right to happiness. The issues of long 
working hours seem to be more serious in developing countries, but the data is still limited. 
Among wealthy countries in the world, the issue is bigger in East Asia such as Japan, South 
Korea, and China. There is more data available in these countries than in developing countries 
like Mexico. Also, it is important to figure out the situation in developed countries because they 
often serve as a model for rising countries.  
The research topic of this thesis is the relationship between long working hours, social 
happiness, and political engagement. Some scholars have revealed that long working hours are a 
serious social problem which could cause mental/physical disorders, and burnout. For example, 
Japanese people are well known to work very hard; on the other hand, North European citizens 
take plenty of rest. According to the OECD statistics in 2015, annual average working hours is 
1729 hours in Japan and 1458 hours in Denmark. 
The drawbacks of overwork are negative impacts on people’s productivities and positive 
attitude toward their job (Schaufeli et al.1993). It is plausible to research and find evidence that 
long working hours reduce people’s happiness from these previous studies. Also, long working 
hours eliminate people’s free time, and they use the time for their rest. Consequently, it is 
considered that those people have limited time to get involved with political and social activities.  
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Moreover, they may have no margin to think about the social issues and policy options 
profoundly because they are too tired, even if they well-understand the issue related to their work 
field and life. For example, the voting rate in Japan is lower, and it seems that many people 
possess less political interest among the Japanese. On the other hand, North European countries 
such as Denmark have been considered that their political interest is in high level because of the 
high voter turnout rate. However, I cast doubt how much could we measure the quality of 
democracy from the voter turnout rate. Even though people have fair and free voting right, is it 
reasonable to consider that quality of the democracy is high?  
Accordingly, I hypothesize that long working hours decrease political participation and 
negatively influence people’s happiness. Also, I assume that free market economy is one of the 
causal factors of long working hours. This thesis aims to reveal the hypothesis, and the 
relationship between three key factors: long working hours, happiness, and political engagement. 
In addition to that, I research how the free market economy relates working hours. I also question 
the validity of the voter turnout as a measure of political interest and engagement. 
In order to achieve these tasks, I chose Japan and Denmark for case studies because both 
countries are economically developed (Japan $45,700 GDP per capita, Denmark $38,100 GDP 
per capita) (World Fact Book 2015), but have opposite characteristics in the perspectives of three 
factors: work hours, happiness, and voting rate. Denmark is the happiest country in the world and 
shortest level of hours worked, on the other hand, Japan is 53rd happiest country, and people 
regard its long working hours as a serious problem (Helliwell, Layard and Sachs 2016). The 
work hours in Japan is the worst among developed countries in the world. Besides, Japan is 
home country of the researcher and therefore I have much background information and 
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connections to research. Therefore, I considered that comparing the situation in both countries is 
valuable to clarify my research questions.  
First, the next Method Statement section explains my field work study, overall research 
design, and limitation. Second, this thesis captures the previous discussions and studies in the 
Literature Review Section. Third, the finding section demonstrates the outcomes from my own 
research. In the first part of this section, I analyze the outsource data (OECD and the World 
Happiness Report) to grasp the big picture of the three key factors by data comparison in country 
level. In the second half, I present my analysis based on the data from my fieldwork research 
combined with survey and interviews in two case study countries. In the end, the conclusion 
section argues the most important outcomes of this study and states the policy recommendation 
and prospects of the need for further research. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Why is happiness important in international society? 
 Economic growth has lifted the people’s quality of life for a long time, but 
knowledgeable people, including the United Nations and International institutions, notice it is not 
enough to measure the levels of development. It has become a mainstream discussion to consider 
well-being and happiness as important factors when we measure development. In fact, many 
scholars, researchers, and institutions advocate the alternative measurement of development. 
GDP used to be a major development measurement, but there are alternative measurements such 
as HDI (Human Development Indicator) by United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 
Gross National Happiness (GNH) by the kingdom of Bhutan, Sustainable Economic 
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Development Assessment (SEDA) by the Boston Consulting Group, Happy Planet Index by New 
Economic Foundation (NEF), and The World Happiness Report by John F. Helliwell, Richard 
Layard, and Jeffrey D. 
 Sachs. 
 The General Assembly of the United Nations considers happiness and well-being are the 
significant factors to determine how to achieve and measure social and economic development 
(United Nations News Center 2011). The United Nations Resolution stated that “the pursuit of 
happiness is a fundamental human goal and embodies the spirit of the globally agreed targets 
known as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)” (United Nations News Center 2011). 
Also, the resolution noted that “the GDP indicator “was not designed to and does not adequately 
reflect the happiness and well-being of people in a country” (United Nations News Center 2011). 
Bhutan is the country that advocates the Gross National Happiness as an alternative 
measurement for GDP since early 1970s. In September 2008, the prime minister of Bhutan stated 
that “We need to wake up from our narcissistic slumber and self indulgence, and realize that 
economic well-being is not human well-being. We must break away from the shackles of the 
powerful forces of the market (H.E, Jigmi Y. Thinley 2008).” in the United Nation General 
Assembly. “GNH is based on the belief that happiness is the single most important goal and 
purpose in life for every individual and that the end of development must be the promotion and 
enhancement of happiness. It must, therefore be the responsibility of the state to create an 
enabling environment within which its citizens can pursue happiness (H.E, Jigmi Y. Thinley 
2008).”  
 In fact, people have long considered happiness as a significant factor in politics. In 1776, 
Jeremy Bentham argued that it is important to consider the amount of happiness for the society 
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as a foundation of morals and legislation to improve the world. He wrote that “it is the greatest 
happiness of the greatest number that is the measure of right and wrong” in his book: A 
Fragment of Government (Bentham 1776: Preface).  
 Increasing happiness in the world is valuable and should be the ultimate purpose of the 
global politics because happiness increases human resources more effectively. Better human 
resources mean the people possess good health and good skills of judgment for themselves and 
society.  
  The large amount of research has revealed that happiness increases the health and 
unhappiness leads mental and physical problems; also, happier people live longer (Helliwell et al. 
2013).  Other studies show that happy people are more cooperative, collaborative and creative 
(Helliwell et al. 2013).  
Research in psychology and economics suggests that happier people could do better 
integration of information and a have broader focus of attention. According to this research, 
happiness would result great self control and appropriate risk-taking (Ostir, Markides, Peek, and 
Goodwin 2001; Davidson, Mostofsky, and Whang 2010; Cohen et al. 2003). This is because 
scholars consider that happy people can evaluate the possible future effects of decisions with 
short and long terms of trade-offs (Ostir, Markides, Peek, and Goodwin 2001; Davidson, 
Mostofsky, and Whang 2010; Cohen et al. 2003).  
In the World Happiness Report, Helliwell et al. stated that “happier individuals may 
be more forward-thinking and willing to consider the long-term implications of decisions taken 
in the present, leading to “better” decisions for themselves and society”  (Helliwell et al. 2013). 
Another study says that people in a positive mood show the greater compassion, perspective-
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taking, and sympathy for persons expressing distress (Nelson 2009). Also, Johnson and 
Fredrickson (2005) state that “happier people are less biased against other ethnic groups”. 
 In this sense, increasing the happiness in the world would help to solve the social issues 
including international affairs such as inequality, poverty, and conflict resolutions.  The issues 
discussed in the society are complicated and there are conflicts between many interests. 
Therefore, it is required for people to comprehend much information and understand opposing 
opinions to make better judgments to solve difficult issues. Also, a cooperative, collaborative, 
and creative personality which is increased by happiness is an important factor to reduce the 
conflict between opposing ideas. Happier people might be able to come up with better innovative 
solutions of international problems because they have broader perspectives, better creativities 
and decision makings. Consequently, happiness would be a great factor for a flourishing of 
peaceful society. 
 
What makes people happier? 
Before starting the discussion, I need to define the word of happiness. At the same time, 
it is important to distinguish the analogous word well-being from happiness. According to the 
Happiness and Well-Being: Integrating Research Across the Disciplines (the research project 
based at Saint Louis University) Frequently Asked Questions, About Well-being Research, 
“happiness is nothing more than a state of mind, like being satisfied with your life or having a 
positive emotional condition”, on the other hand, “well-being normally refers to a kind of value, 
concerning what benefits or harms you, or makes you better or worse off (Well-Being: 
Integrating Research Across the Disciplines).” Seligman (2012:14) defines “Well-being is a 
construct, and happiness is a thing.” According to this theory, authentic happiness is defined as 
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life satisfaction. There are three elements of happiness: positive emotion; contribution; and 
meaning. By contrast, five measurements of well beings are Positive emotion (of which 
happiness and life satisfaction are all aspects); Engagement; Relationships; Meaning and 
purpose; Accomplishment (Seligman 2011). Three elements of happiness are common as the 
three of five measurements of well-beings. In Seligman’s explanation, these measurements 
contribute the realization of well-being, therefore happiness is also a contribution to well-being. 
In other words, happiness and well-being are in a complementary relationship. 
The World Happiness Report has been published to measure the happiness level of 
people in each country and use it for developing better public policies since 2012. The first 
World Happiness Report was prepared for the conference on world happiness at the United 
Nations headquarters in New York 2012, and the series of the reports are supported by 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network, which is committed to supporting implementation 
of United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Helliwell et al. 2012, 2013, United 
Nations Regional Information Centre for Western Europe). 
The Happiness Report 2013 explains happiness as follows: “happiness is used in at least 
two ways — the first as an emotion (“Were you happy yesterday?”) and the second as an 
evaluation (“Are you happy with your life as a whole?”)” (Helliwell et al. 2013:3). Also, in their 
explanation, happy people do not feel chronic negative feelings, but happiness does not mean the 
complete absence of negative feelings (Helliwell et al. 2013). The Happiness Research Institute 
in Denmark similarly explains happiness with two types: long-term happiness and short-term 
happiness. “Short-term happiness is something we experience in special situations where we are 
affected by strong positive emotions – such as when a student graduates, when an engagement 
ring is placed on someone’s finger, or when you sign a dream job contract. Long-term happiness 
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can be described as a deeper, fundamental satisfaction with life – a lasting sense that exists 
independently from momentary moods” (Happiness Research Institute. 2014:7). In this thesis, I 
use the happiness as evaluation of life and long lasting forms of happiness. 
The World Happiness Report provides the happiness ranking in the world based on data 
from the Gallup World Poll and other world poll (Helliwell et al. 2013, 2016). In 2016, Roughly 
3000 respondents in each 157 countries participated the survey for the report. According to the 
latest World Happiness Report 2016, the top five countries are Denmark, Switzerland, Iceland, 
Norway, and Finland and the bottom five are Benin, Afghanistan, Togo, Syria, and Burundi. 
Except the 3rd ranked in 2015, Denmark keeps its best ranking from 2012.  
The Happiness index used in the World Happiness Ranking shows the subjective levels 
of happiness of each country, and calculated by six components: GDP per capita; Social Support 
(Having someone to count on in times of trouble); Healthy Life Expectancy at Birth; Freedom to 
Make Life Choices; Generosity; Perception of Corruption. 2 The index is 0-10 scale, and it is the 
total numbers of index from six each component. For example, the index of the happiest country 
Denmark is 7.5, and the least happy country is Burundi at 2.9. Japan which is one of the case 
study countries in this thesis is 53rd happiest country in the world and the index is 5.9 (Helliwell 
et al. 2016). 
 The World Happiness Report put the graph with data including 157 of all survey 
participant countries, and explains how they conducted the research (see the note 2). However, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  	   “Social support (or having someone to count on in times of trouble) is the national average of the 
binary responses (either 0 or 1) to the question “If you were in trouble, do you have relatives or friends you can 
count on to help you whenever you need them, or not?” Freedom to make life choices is the national average 
of responses to the question “Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with your freedom to choose what you do with 
your life?” Generosity is the residual of regressing national average of response to the question “Have you 
donated money to a charity in the past month?” on GDP per capita. Perceptions of corruption are the average 
of answers to two questions: “Is corruption widespread throughout the government or not” and “Is corruption 
widespread within businesses or not?” (World Happiness Report 2013:20) 
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they do not show the articulate index of each category composing the overall Happiness Index. 
Moreover, they do not clarify how they calculated the index. Therefore, we cannot break down 
the index from this report. However, some of these factors have been established by other studies. 
Regarding to the GDP as a factor, there is a data that the level of happiness rose 87% of 
the 52 countries since 1981 (Inglehart et al. 2008). Inglehart et al (2008) argues that this data 
implies that economic development and democratization positively affect people’s happiness 
because many countries economically succeed and obtained democratization, and increasing 
social tolerance in this period. Inglehart et al. also mentioned that these trend increased people’s 
free choice, and it has a significant impact on the happiness in the society: this is revealed by 
value survey with 350,000 people across the world (Inglehart 2008). In another study 
considering economic development and happiness, Richard Easterlin pointed out the paradox: 
“while higher income is associated with increased life satisfaction within countries in cross-
sectional data, the relationship between income and happiness across countries is much weaker” 
(Weitz-Shapiroet al. 2008:11).  
In yet another study, Veenhoven (1995) found out that political democracy and freedom 
of press correlate strongly with happiness (Weitz-Shapiro 2008). Schyns (1998) also found out 
the correlation with happiness, political rights, gender equality, and individualism; however, the 
correlation is reduced when economic development is controlled (Weitz-Shapiro 2008). These 
studies imply that economic development does not directly increase happiness, but development 
improves other factors correlating to happiness such as democratization, free choice, and gender 
equality.  
Alesina and Giuliano (2007) show that a strong family tie positively associated with life 
satisfaction and happiness. From the perspective of working hours, Knight showed the risk of 
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family life by long working hours in 1995. He focused his survey on white collar British workers. 
According to his study, 57 percent of participants said their personal life had suffered because of 
long work hours, and 47 percent said their family suffered (Spark et al 1993: 10). Paul E. Spector 
et al. also show in their article that even though the relationship is small, work-family conflict is 
related to the number of work hours (Spector et al. 2004). This study also supports the 
importance of “social support” as a measurement of happiness index by the United Nations.  
Another issue to examine is perception of corruption. Marquis and Sciarini (1999) 
explained about manipulation regarding foreign policies by political elite. According to their 
explanation, political leaders easily manipulate citizens especially in foreign affairs because 
more citizens are apathetic and ignorant under the top-down approach. However, Marquis and 
Sciarini mentioned that other scholars see the citizens as “a source of wise foreign policies, 
preventing the pursuit of policies which might be in the parochial interests of policy-makers” 
(Ripsman, 1994), and restraining the “war-making proclivities of leaders” (Holsti, 1992: 440).  
These arguments imply the possibility that people informing themselves about political activities 
prevents dangerous policies from being imposed on citizens. However, we can also consider that 
if perception of corruption decreases the sense of happiness, it is happier for people not to be 
informed so much. 
 
How Global Market Economy Relates Working Hours and Happiness?  
Globalization changed the work environment in industrialized countries. When we see 
the issue of overwork from the international perspective, it is possible to assume that the negative 
impact of free market economy, in other words capitalism, is the one of causes of long working 
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hours. Marx argued that wage labor is the very foundation of capitalism, and under the 
capitalism, prior societies had extracted surplus labor (Marx 1990). 
In the middle of the 1970s, capitalism faced a structural crisis, which means that it 
needed to transform from the dominated economy by some authorities since after World War II 
(WWII). The era of the structural mobility is called post-Fordism (Amin 1995). The entities 
required economic structural transformation for the post-WWII economy was the emergence of 
technology, global market independency, and the flexible specialization (Amin 1995). Since the 
post-Fordism, the process of production has scattered globally and more specialized; therefore, 
the communication among the countries has been much important (Amin 1995). At the same 
time, the market economy is not the issue of one nation, and people need to compete to globally 
(Harvey 1989). The flexible specialization represents the industrial model, which seeks best 
capable of producing quality goods by specialists with a minimum of effort, time, and cost 
(Amin 1995).  
Generally speaking, employers want employees to work longer and to be more flexible in 
terms of setting hours and nonstandard contracts, to pursue more profits in the globalized market 
economy. To compete with the global market, employers try to reduce expenses for workers’ 
wages, therefore it is plausible the free market economy causes a shortage of personnel and 
increases irregular workers. At the same time, workers are facing risks of wages and 
employments because globalization might require companies freer working-hours arrangements. 
Robert Reich explains that outsourcing jobs abroad impedes rising wages within a country 
(2015).  
He also mentions that the development of information and communication technologies 
has not only increased the productivities, but also the competition, which put strong pressure on 
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workers to work longer hours (Reich 2015). The increase of competition has brought workers the 
demands from customer to offer great service including high speed and high quality, and this 
phenomenon forces workers to overwork to realize the demand for competing others (Porter 
2000). Industrialized economies could have more demand for skilled workers not for less skilled 
workers. This situation makes less skilled workers work longer, do over time, and have non-
standard work time contract. Also, globalization spurs the flexibility of workers by the threat of 
easier switching foreign work force for domestic employment. Ultimately, globalization makes 
pressures on workers to be more attractive for employees by being flexible workers also in terms 
of work time (Burgoon et al. 2009).  
Furthermore, ILO mentioned that the expansion of the service industry is the biggest 
change in last 40 years (ILO 2007:87) In Japan, some people mentioned the issue as a cause of 
chronic long working hours in famous competitive firms. One blog article mentioned the issue 
that many people believe that the quality of service is not special and customers request insane 
order, however workers realize the demand with sacrificing their private life (Maeda 2016).  
Burgoon et al. researched how globalization have affected working hours in 
industrialized countries; especially they conducted their research in Germany. According to their 
study, without works councils or collective agreements globalization triggers more standard 
working hours among enterprises, but when the enterprises have such representation, 
globalization does not affect work hours so much (Burgoon et al. 2009).  
 This research outcome clearly represents the work hour situations in Japan and Denmark, 
where I conducted field work research. In Japan, the union density is quite lower (17.8%) than 
Denmark (67%), and the Japanese people work longer (OECD Statistics)3. In Denmark, unions 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  	   The data are both in 2013 (Source: https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=UN_DEN) 
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and collective bargaining are very active since 1880s (Modkraft Biblioteke), and they succeed to 
getting shorter their work hours (Ministry of Employment Denmark 2009).  
 
	  
Figure	  1	  The	  number	  of	  agreed	  weekly	  working	  hours	  from	  1900	  to	  1990	  (Denmark) 
 Source of the graph: Jan Beyer Schmidt-Sørensen, Niels Finn Christiansen: arbejdstid i Den Store Danske, Gyldendal. 
Hentet Retrieved November 17,  2016 from http://denstoredanske.dk/index.php?sideId=39725	  
 
On the other hand, William Davis (2015) argues that happiness is treated as a commodity 
and business for making money in current global market society. He states that corporations and 
governments increase interests by using happiness and well-being as a tool of marketing and 
management (Davis 2015). Also, he mentions that a glowing number of corporations such as 
Google; employ “happiness officer” to boost up the engagement and motivation of employees, 
and special consultants to advice employers to cheer up their employees (Davis 2015). 
Gallup (opinion polling company) has estimated that unhappiness of employees costs the 
US economy $500 billion a year productivity, lost tax receipt, and health care cost (Gallup State 
of the Global workplace report 2013, 2013). 
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The Relationship between Long Working Hours and Happiness 
 The World Happiness Report lists “Work” first as one of the most important dimensions 
of human happiness which impacts more than long-term economic growth (Helliwell et al.2012). 
Although, there are other dimensions listed with Work such as Mental Health, Physical Health, 
Family, Education, Gender, and Social Capital including the trusting relationships with other 
people, work situation is highly correlated to those other factors. Also, work contributes to 
people’s satisfaction which is a significant factor of happiness. Accordingly, a good work 
situation leads to happiness. Specifically, working hours are a topic discussed in many parts of 
the world. Long working hours are considered as a cause of physical and mental health issues, 
family miscommunication and less productivity. Paradoxically, long working hours might reduce 
people’s happiness.  
Regarding the relationship between long working hours and health, many scholars have 
already discussed and revealed the relationship since 1960s. Long working hours increase 
workers’ risks of stress, mental/physical disorders, including cardiovascular disorders and 
burnout (e.g. Spurgeon et al. 1997; Caruso 2006; Schaufeli et al.1997; Sokejima and 
Kagamimori 1998; Sparks et al. 1997). For example, Sparks et al. reviewed the existing 31 
studies on both qualitatively and quantitatively to examine the relationship between the length of 
the working week and health symptoms (Sparks et al. 1997). 19 of 31 were meta-analysis with a 
total data set of 37,623 participants, and the sample sizes were 32 to 7382 (Sparks et al. 1997).  
Most of these studies show the positive relationship between long working hours and ill-
health such as mental health including stress and depression, headache, and heart disease. 
According to one study, work hours exceeding 50 hours a week especially push up the risk of 
cardiovascular disorders (Spurgeon et al. 1997).  Stress from overwork is associated with other 
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physical disorders, for example, gastrointestinal disorders, musculoskeletal disorders, and 
problems associated with depression of the immune system. Sparks et al. conclude their research 
that there are needs to investigate more because there are many factors influence the relationship 
between work hours and health (1997). 
Some studies show that long working hours increase bad life style habits: heavy smoking; 
less exercise; insufficient sleep; and frequent drinking (Sparks et al. 1997; Spurgeon et al. 1997). 
Caruso revealed not only the relationship between health and hours worked but also impact on 
family members, employers, and communities. Long working hours increase the risk of child 
obesity and health, and decrease productivities at work place, increase the cost of injury and 
illness.  
Burnout is the other significant impact of long working hours, and it leads negative 
reactions of people’s mind from a stiff way of thinking to less patience to any challenge 
(Schaufeli et al. 2008). Accordingly, these link to fewer productivities, professional abilities, and 
motivations of workers. Undoubtedly, burnout helps to create a negative image of workers 
themselves (Schaufeli et al. 2008).  
Some studies show that extent of plausible work control is solidly related to job 
satisfaction (Tokuda 2009, The Happiness Research Institute 2015). Tokuda argues that poor 
work control leads job dissatisfaction and it is one of the strong factor of burnout (Tokuda 2009). 
Job dissatisfaction leads emotional exhaust and it leads depersonalization and poor mental health 
further (Tokuda 2009). From this point, it is plausible to say that overwork causes less happiness 
of workers.  
Considering the productivity, Shepard et al. (1996) got the evidence that long working 
hours reduce productivity from the research in pharmaceutical industry. The policy brief by ILO 
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in 2013 also clearly shows the trend (ILO 2013b). Examining figure 2, it is clear that the GDP 
per hours worked is higher in countries where a lower percentage of people work more than 40 
hours a week. When we call work more than 40 hours a week as long working, the productivities 
of countries with more than 80% longer working (e.g. Hungry, Estonia, and Poland) are almost 
half of countries’ (e.g. New Zeeland, Ireland, and Belgium) less than 30% of long working. 
Comparing with the long working hour group countries, the productivity of Norway, with which 
less than 20% of long working, is three times higher than them. 
On top of these statistics, sometimes overwork could lead people to sudden death. 
Karoshi is from the Japanese word which means sudden death because of overwork; mainly their 
cause of death is cardiovascular attack. There is another Japanese word Karojisatsu, which 
means a suicide because of the overwork (Amagasa et al. 2005). These terms are applied mostly 
in East Asian countries: Japan, Korea and China. In mainland China, the number of Karoshi 
increased 2.5 times between 2006 to 2012 (QJ Med 2015). In Japan, Ministry of Health, Labor, 
and Welfare (MHLW) have been working to decrease the tragedy. They also have been working 
for establishing better compensation system for Karoshi. In 2001, they set the standard to 
recognize Karoshi as overwork related death (Kawasaki et al. 2006).  
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Figure	  2	  Share	  of	  Employed	  Persons	  Working	  40	  Hours	  or	  More	  per	  Week	  and	  Labour	  Productivity	  (GDP	  per	  hour	  worked	  at	  
current	  US	  Dollar	  Prices),	  2009.	  (Source:	  ILO,	  Summary	  of	  the	  Key	  Indicators	  of	  the	  Labour	  Market	  (7th	  Ed.),	  ILO:	  Geneva)	  
	  
Regarding the relationship between happiness and work, taking long vacation may 
directly increase people’s happiness. According to the research by Expedia, 85% of people from 
26 countries “somewhat or strongly agree” that they feel happier after a vacation. Denmark is the 
country, where people enjoy the longest vacations in the world. In Denmark, most of salaried 
employees enjoy five weeks paid vacation, because it is covered by the Danish Holiday Act 
(Expat Denmark. On top of that, people usually take one more additional week vacation called 
Feriefridage. This additional week is not covered by the Danish Holiday Act, but most of people 
have the right as a part of negotiated agreement with the work place (Expat Denmark). The 
system supporting people’s long vacation might be the key to push up Denmark as the happiest 
country in the world. 
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Work sharing by reducing work hours of each person might increase the overall 
happiness in a society, because many studies reveal that unemployment decrease the happiness 
of the people (Helliwell et al.2012:66; The Happiness Research Institute 2014). Work sharing is 
a labor market instrument based on reduction of working time, which is intended to avoid layoffs 
by spreading a volume of work (ILO 2013c). In the sense of reduction of unemployment, work 
sharing i.e. reducing work hours will positively affect the happiness level of the world.  
 
Work Hours in the International Situations 
In 1919, International Labour Organization (ILO) ratified toward industrial workers that 
people should not work more than eight hours a day, forty-eight hours a week (ILO Hours of 
Convention 1919). Eleven years later, ILO expanded its implementation to work in commerce 
and office (ILO Hours of Convention 1930). ILO is conducting a data collection of working time 
and detailed statistic in organizations and industries in order to share the information for people 
need. Currently, ILO supplies the database such as The ILO Department of Statistics 
(LABORSTA ), and  The ILO’s Key Indicators of the Labour Market (KILM ) programme.  
Long working hours are a more serious issue in economically developing countries. On 
the other hand, economically developed countries mostly enjoy their shorter working life. 
According to the report issued by ILO, overtime payments often constitute substantial elements 
of wage and people rely on to ensure a decent standard of living in many countries; for example, 
China, the Czech Republic, Korea, and Mexico (Zeng et al. 2005; Berkovsky et al. 2002; Yoon 
2001; Esponda 2001̶—ILO 2007). Accordingly, people in these countries do not agree with the 
regulation to restrict work hours (ILO 2007). Moreover, in developing counties, decreasing work 
hours does not increase productivity so much; still overwork rather than an efficient use of 
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working time realizes the increasing output (ILO 2007).  However, some countries like Malaysia 
have started to recognize working hour reduction and increase productivity as more valuable 
(ILO 2007). 
According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation Development (OECD) 
research in 2015, Germany is the shortest working country (1371 hours a year/worker) in the 35 
OECD member countries and, the longest is Mexico (2230 hours a year/worker). OECD 
calculates this including full-time employment, part-time employment, additional job, and 
excludes the holiday and vacations,4 therefore we cannot know how many hours full-time 
workers work a day in general. Also, OECD countries are just 35 and some emergent countries 
such as India, China, and Brazil. This means it is nonsense to recognize 2228 hours a year 
(Mexico) is the highest level of work hours in the world.  
Compared to the shortest level of work hour countries in North Europe such as 
Netherland (32 hours a week), Norway (34 hours), Germany and Denmark (35 hours), out of 
European countries such as United States, Japan (39 hours) and Korea (44 hours) work longer 
(ILO Database Country Profile researched in 2015). On top of that, working hours in developing 
countries are much more longer, for example, Egypt is 53 hours a week, China, Cambodia, and 
Turkey are 47 hours (ILO Database Country Profile researched in 2015). The data of other 
emergent countries such as India and Brazil are not available, however some journalists reported 
the extreme overwork in India (Azhar 2012, The Indian Express 2011, Moulishree 2013).  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  	   More precise explanation of this calculation: “Actual hours worked include regular work hours of full-
time, part-time and part-year workers, paid and unpaid overtime, hours worked in additional jobs, and exclude 
time not worked because of public holidays, annual paid leave, own illness, injury and temporary disability, 
maternity leave, parental leave, schooling or training, slack work for technical or economic reasons, strike or 
labour dispute, bad weather, compensation leave and other reasons (OECD Statistics).” Retrieved from 
http://stats.oecd.org 
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ILO calculates the data of hours worked including full-time employment, part-time 
employment, additional job, and excludes the holiday and vacations, therefore the hours worked 
I showed above are not enough to figure out the regular work life of each country.  
For instance, Bolivia’s working hours are strongly bifurcated between very short and 
very long, therefore the distribution of working hours is important to know the situation (ILO 
2007:62). The data in 2004 shows that about 30% of Bolivian work less than 24 hours a week, on 
the contrast 53% work more than 48 hours, and 26% work more than 60 hours (ILO 2007:62).  
The research by OECD in 2013 shows the distribution of usual working hours per week 
by gender. According to the research, the incidence of working hours for a week is more than 40 
hours in most countries, except Denmark and Norway where a largest proportion of the working 
time is 35 to 39 hours (OECD 2013). For example, the proportion of more than 40 hours a week 
for men and female are: Germany 68% and 35%; Japan 76% and 40%; United States 86% and 
65% (OECD 2013).  
The proportions of 35 to 39 hours in Denmark and Norway are switched with the portion 
size of more than 40 hours of other countries. The portion of 35 to 39 hours are slightly larger in 
Denmark than Norway, and it is distributed in 67% male workers and 50% female, more than 40 
hours are just 17% and 6% (OECD 2013). This clearly shows that most of Danish people work 
less than ILO recommended work hours, and more people work less than Germans who are 
reported to have the shortest work hours in the world (OECD 2015). The data from OECD does 
not show the distribution of up to 40 hours a week, however there are certain number of people 
who work extremely long time.  
 The statistical data projects a serious overwork issue in the East Asia: Japan and South 
Korea. Although the portion of workers who work 40 hours is almost same level as Germany, the 
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proportion of more than 49 hours shows the difference. In Germany, the proportion is 10.1%; but 
in Japan, 21.3% of people work more than 49 hours a week (men 30%, female 9.7%)5, and 
16.5% of male full-time workers work more than 60 hours a week (Ministry of Health, Labor, 
and Welfare 2016). The situation in South Korea is worse, and 32.4% of workers work more 
than 49 hours a week (men 38%, female 24.7%)6 (MHLW 2016).  
The Relationship between Political Participation and Happiness 
Some scholars have argued that there is a significant relationship between political 
participations and happiness (Ruut Veenhoven 1995, Peggy Schyns 1998, Frey and Stutzer 2000, 
2005, and 2006, Weitz-Shapiro and Winter 2008, Benjamin Radcliff 2001). According to the 
study by Weitz-Shapiro and Winter (2008), more opportunities to participate in democracy 
positively associate with more happiness. Radcliff (2001) finds that people feel more happiness 
in countries with left-leaning governments.  
However, the research in Latin America shows the residents in states with a compulsory 
voting are less satisfied with their lives than the other counterparts (Weitz-Shapiro and Winter, 
2008).  At the same time, some political participation like participating in a petition drive to 
counter current politics negatively correlates to people’s happiness (Weitz-Shapiro and Winter, 
2008). In a similar topic, Kroh and Konnecke reported that individuals with low income and job 
seekers are less interest and active in politics than wealthier people and the working population 
(2014). They cast doubt that dissatisfaction of people with lower income and job seeking 
motivate the people to get involved in politics. In fact, they do not change the extent of interest in 
politics after the period of job loss and less income. Similarly, in this report, they do not refer to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5  Original data source: ILO Stat Database March 2016 
6 Original data source: ILO Stat Database March 2016	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the working hours as a causal factor. 
Alesina and Giuliano researched the factors of political participation by examining the 
data sets of the World Value Survey and the European Social Survey. They figured out the level 
of family tie and trust to others in their original way, and researched the relationship between 
political participation and family ties. According to their research, employed and self-employed 
people have more political interest than people out of labor force. Married people and singles are 
more positive for political participation than divorced people. However, married people are more 
reluctant to participate political activities; Alesina and Giuliano considered that married people 
are restricted their time to contribute political activities than singles. At the same time, Alesina 
and Giuliano found that higher income and/or education households have higher political 
participation (Alesina and Giuliano 2011). 
Family communication is one of the important factors when we discuss political 
participation. Strong family ties support more political participation. Curiously, Alesina and 
Giuliano found that individuals with strong family ties show lower level of political interest and 
participation in any form of political activity such as discussion politics, volunteering for a 
political party, strikes, demonstrations or signing a petition (Alesina and Giuliano 2011). They 
conclude their study that strong family ties and low level of social capital might decrease a 
quality of political participation and lead high level of political corruption (Alesina and Giuliano 
2011:18).  
In contrast, some people believe that better family communication increases political 
participation. As an example, some journalists support the idea in Japan, to bring down the 
voting age from twenty to eighteen in 2016. The reason for this is that the voting rate of eighteen 
years olds were higher than 20s and 30s (eighteen 51.2%; nineteen 39.6%; 20s 35.6%; 30s 
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44.1%; and total 56.08%)7 (Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication Japan). Based on 
this data, some people considered that teens have more time to discuss election with their family 
(generally more people start to live separately from their family after high school) (Takahashi 
2016).  
This perception could be supported by some previous studies which show the possibility 
of communication to increase political participation, especially the voting rate (Palfrey and 
Pogorelskiy 2015; Kittel, Luhan, and Morton 2014; Goren and Bornstein 2000; Schram and 
Sonnemans 1996). For example, Palfrey and Pogorelskiy (2015) revealed that voter turnout 
increased as a result of communication with others before voting in their experiment.   
As Inglehart states, democracy is strongly connected to people’s happiness (Inglehart et 
al. 2008). Diner also argues that happy people participate more in community organization 
(2000). Although the cause of these are still ambiguous, one study already shows that long 
working hours make workers hesitate to join community activities (Caruso 2006). However, 
these articles have not clearly explained how long working hours connect to apathy or the 
relationship between political participation and people’s happiness. Therefore, it is crucial to 
investigate the relationship between political participation and long working hours. 
 
The Relationship between Long Working Hours and Political Participation 
 Previous studies show that long working hours negatively affect people’s physical and 
mental health, reduce productivity and creativity. Long working hours reduce the opportunities 
to feel happiness in that sense. According to the previous happiness studies, democratic 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7	  Refer	  Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication Japan (2016) 第 24 回   参議院議員通常選挙   発
表資料 Retrieved from http://www.soumu.go.jp/senkyo/24sansokuhou/ 
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development and political rights increased the happiness in the society. In this sense, if people 
lose the opportunity to participate politics, people might reduce their happiness level.  
 One of the problems of long working hours is that they reduce the free time of workers, 
and it impedes people’s cultural life. According to the research by Cultural Ministry in Japan, 
47.5% of Japanese never read any book in a month and the largest portion of the reason from 
responses was that their study and work are too busy to have time for reading (Agency for 
Cultural Affairs Japan 2013). This data implies that long working hours affect not only people’s 
health, but also their cultural life to broaden their mind and experience out of work.  
  Moreover, the voting rate in Japan is very low, about 40 %, the reason is also related to 
long working hours. Previous research in Japan suggested that the No.1 reason of avoiding 
voting was “because my work was too busy” and it was 38.8% in 2013, and 29.3% in December 
2015. The percentage depends on the year, but “because my work was too busy” is always the 
most popular reason in surveys (Tokyo Election Committee 2015). Some answered that “I did 
not know who should I vote for”. They might not have time to consider much (Tokyo Election 
Committee 2015). This reason might relate to long working hours, because they might not be 
able to have enough time to research candidates and their policies. Also, they would have less 
time to discuss those issues with people outside of their work, thus narrowing their perspectives. 
Poor health situations lead to less interest in others. According to previous studies, I hypothesize 
that long working hours reduce political participation including the time to spend reading articles, 
participating the activities, and discussing.  
 The Danish voting rate is higher and the OECD ranked Denmark as the highest political 
interest country (OECD 2016a). Anecdotally, many people concern the low political interest 
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especially young generation in Japan because the voting rate is very low. However, interestingly, 
Japan is in the 3rd position in the political interest ranking by the OECD (OECD 2016a). 
High voter turnout is a sign that the country’s political system enjoys high degree of 
participation, or voting is mandatory in the country. One of the reasons that people waived the 
voting rights was because of their busy work. Also, some people do not really understand the 
policy of the party. Based on this data and my personal experience, and anecdote, I hypothesized 
that long working hours undermine people’s political participation including casting their vote. 
The data above suggests the further research to reveal this hypothesis. 
 
Japan Work Regulations and Society 
As already discussed in previous sections, overwork in Japan is a serious issue. 
According to the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare (MHLW), karojisatsu (suicide because 
of overwork) was 2159 in 2015 (MHLW 2016). Another research shows that 52.8 % of Japanese 
workers feel strong stress and anxiety (MHLW 2016). The free time for Japanese workers is very 
limited. The paid vacation acquisition rate is 47.6%, and average allocated paid vacation is 18.4 
days, so average acquired paid vacation is just 8.8 days a year (MHLW 2016). Also, the number 
of day of paid vacation is inverse proportion to hours worked. The people who never take paid 
vacation with work more than 60 hours a week is 27.7% and with less than 40 hours a week is 
9.3% (MHLW 2016).  
Let’s focus on the perspective of the labor regulations and public policy in Japan. Labor 
deregulation is the social and economic issue in Japan for the first time in the 1990s against a 
background of globalization and serious economic situation after the bubble economy (Watanabe 
2012). Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) initiated the deregulation in 1990s and it makes 
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employers could reduce labor costs. Also this deregulation increases the flexibility of non-
standard labor market (Watanabe 2012). In 1999 and 2003, LDP amendment the Temporary 
Work Agency Law and Labor Standard Law to enforce the deregulation (Watanabe 2012). 
 Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare (MHLW) defined “non-standard workers” as a 
worker except “standard workers” in their press release in 2012 (MHLW 2012). According to 
them, “standard workers” fill all of following three features: 1. No contract with limited work 
period; 2. Full-time worker (40 hours a week in Japan); 3. Employed directly from the work 
place employer (Not from Temporary Staffing Service)8. Therefore, “non-standard workers” 
includes part-time workers, temporary workers, and dispatched workers. The definitions of 
“standard-workers” and “non-standard workers” vary depend on the situation, but roughly the 
three features above provide the indication of the understanding.  
At this moment the average wage of non-standard workers is 40% cheaper than standard-
workers, even they do same quality of work as standard workers in Japan (Japan Cabinet Office 
2016a). On the other hand, the difference of wage between standard and non-standard workers in 
Europe is 20% (Japan Cabinet Office 2016a). This is one of the reasons that employers want to 
hire more non-regular workers. 
Also, the increase of non-standard workers leads the income inequality and the unstable 
life style of workers who eager to work as a regular worker. At the same time, it had increased 
the work hours of regular workers to compensate the shortage of personnel (Japan Cabinet Office 
2016b). 
The reason that Japanese labor union could not stop the amendment of the Temporary 
Work Agency Law and Labor Standard Law is its vulnerable political power and the strong 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  	   Translated by Researcher (Researcher is a native Japanese speaker)	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business interest in Deregulation Committee (Watanabe 2012). The reason that Japanese labor 
union politically weak is roughly three. Firstly, Japanese labor unions are based on enterprise, 
and they tend to concern with economic performance of their company rather than worker’s 
rights. Secondly, the Rengo (Japanese Trade Union Confederation)9 hesitates to clearly express 
its unified position against the government proposal because of the conflicts of interest among 
member unions. Although labor unions had possessed veto power in policy deliberation in 
advisory council of the Ministry of Labor until 2001, unions could not fully practice this right 
(Watanabe 2012:28). Thirdly, the number of union members has been decreasing in Japan.  
Actually, Japanese labor law clearly regulate 40 hours a week and 8 hours a day work 
hours10 (Ministry of Justice Japan: Japanese Law Translation 2004), and when employers violate 
this, they are punished by imprisonment with work of not more than six months or by a fine of 
more than 300,000 yen11 (Ministry of Justice Japan: Japanese Law Translation 2004). However, 
because of weak law binding, many people legally work more than that.  
Many scholars pointing out the existence of Article 36, which allow employers to make 
employees work more than that if an employer submit a written agreement with their employees 
(a labor union or a majority of workers at the work place)12 (Ministry of Justice Japan : Japanese 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9	  	   “Rengo ̄ was created by the merger between the private-sector Rengo ̄ (composed of the former 
Do ̄mei (Japan Confederation of Labour) and two other former national union federations) and the public-
sector unions of So ̄hyo ̄ (General Council of Trade Unions), previously the largest national union federation in 
Japan” (Watanabe 2012:28). 
10	  	   Labor Standard Art Article 32	  
11	  	   Labor Standard Art Article 119	  
12	  	   Labor Standard Art Article 36 “ (1)   If an Employer has entered into a written agreement either with 
a labor union organized by a majority of the Workers at the workplace (in cases where such labor union exists) 
or with a person representing a majority of the Workers (in cases where such union does not exist) and has 
notified the relevant government agency of such agreement , the Employer may, notwithstanding the 
provisions with respect to working hours stipulated in Articles 32 through 32-5 or Article 40 (hereinafter in 
this Article referred to as "Working Hours")or the provisions with respect to days off stipulated in the 
preceding Article(hereinafter in this paragraph referred to as "Days Off"), extend the Working Hours or have 
Workers work on Days Off in accordance with the provisions of said agreement; provided, however, that the 
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Law Translation 2004). The regulation does not allow unlimited work time with the agreement: 
employers need to pay premium wage to employees and the regulation set the maximum extra 
work hours: for example, 15 hours extra a week; 45 hours a month; and 360 hours a year 
(Ministry of Justice Japan: Japanese Law Translation 2004, MHLW 2015). However, the 
regulation allows some special situations certain times a year, therefore many workers work long 
time legally (Ministry of Justice Japan: Japanese Law Translation 2004, MHLW 2015). 
The issue of overwork has been discussed a long time, and finally Japanese policy has 
moved to reducing the hours worked since 2015. On June 2, 2016, the Japanese government 
passed the “The Dynamic Engagement of All Citizens Plan” (Nippon Ichioku Sou Katsuyaku 
Plan). Prime Minister Abe argued that the importance of Work Style Reform including reduction 
of work hours to accomplish the three goals of The Dynamic Engagement of All Citizens. The 
three goals are: GDP 600 trillion yen; desired birth rate of 1.8 children per women; and reduction 
of the number of people who leave employment to provide nursing care to zero (Japanese 
Cabinet Office 2016a)13. The government considers that these three goals increase the economic 
power to compete in a global society (Japanese Cabinet Office 2016c). The government also 
emphasized the importance of improvement in working conditions of non-regular workers 
including Equal Pay for Equal Work (Japanese Cabinet Office 2016a). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
extension of Working Hours for belowground labor and other work particularly harmful to health as stipulated 
by Ordinance of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare shall not exceed 2 hours per day.” (Labor 
Standard Art Article 36) 
13	  	   “A major key to this is work style reform, reform from the perspective of the people who work. We 
will boldly reform the labor system so that a wide range of opportunities for people with drive will be 
produced. It is necessary to stop the practice of working long hours in order to create a balance between 
working and diversified lifestyles encompassing raising children, providing nursing care, and other matters. 
We will realize equal pay for equal work. We will establish new guidelines by the end of the year in order to 
correct unreasonable differences in treatment. We will move forward without hesitation to prepare the 
necessary changes to the law. Let us banish the term “non-regular employment” from Japan altogether, 
everyone. We are supporting enterprises that are positive towards raising mandatory retirement ages. We will 
provide the elderly who are eager to work with a wide variety of opportunities” (Extract of the Policy Speech 
by Prime Minister to the 192th Session of the Diet). 
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Actually, the civil members of the Industrial Competitiveness Council 
(sanngyoukyousouryokukaigi) at the Prime Minister’s office have lead the government’s positive 
attitude towards the issue of long working hours (Komuro 2016, Japan Cabinet Office 2016c). 
Until the end of 2014, the member could not easily speak about the work hour reduction because 
the government still hesitated to tackle the issue (Komuro 2016).  
As the government emphasize currently, the civil member argued that the reduction of 
work hours will contribute to countermeasure to the falling birth rate and empowerment for 
women in work place (Komuro 2016). The civil member is the founder of the Work Life Balance 
Co., Ltd.14 and have been consulting private and governmental organization to reduce their work 
hours.  
There are clear evidences to show her argument, and the evidences pushed the back of 
prime minister to attack the issue. One of the prominent evidences is the case of large Japanese 
corporation: Recruit Staffing Co., Ltd.  According to the research by Recruit Staffing Co., Ltd 
and the Work Life Balance Co., Ltd, after they started the project to reduce work hours, the 
corporation reduced 68% of extra work on weekends, 86% of midnight work, and increased 5% 
of productivities in two years (Komuro 2016). Moreover, the number of birth from female 
workers increased 1.8 times since they started to the project (Komuro 2016). However, Tsunemi 
pointed out that the data would not apply in all cases. Accordingly, in this case, private sectors 
convinced the government to change improve the issue of long working hours, not by the union 
and government itself (Tsunemi 2016). 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14	  	   Private consulting company especially focus on work life balance. Founded in 2006.	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Denmark Work Regulations and the Society 
On the contrast, the work regulation in Europe especially Denmark is very different with 
Japanese one. First, there are no regulations for working hours in Denmark (Ministry of 
Employment Denmark 2009).  According to the Ministry of Employment in Denmark “The 
Government intervenes as little as possible in the regulation of pay and working conditions as 
long as the social partners, i.e. wage earners and employers, are able to solve their problems in a 
reasonable way. In return, the Government ensures a social safety net and active employment 
efforts for people who become unemployed” (2009:1).  
Secondly, work related regulations are all decided by the collective agreement or 
individual employment contracts, and in the great majority of sectors standard working hours are 
37 hours a week. The negotiations take place between the employers (the Confederation of 
Danish Employers) and the trade union (the Federation of Trade Union) (The Ministry of 
Employment Website). Also, foreign companies or service providers have no legislative 
requirements to sign or join into a collective agreement (The Ministry of Employment Website). 
This system is called the Danish Model (Ministry of Employment Denmark 2009).  
Even though Denmark does not have labor regulations, the EU Working Time Directive 
sets some restrictions on working employment. According to the Directives, maximum work 
hours/week is 48 hours including overtime, and people need to rest at least 11 consecutive hours 
a day (Ministry of Employment and EU Working Time Directive). Also, the EU Working Time 
Directives regulates that there must not be more than 6 days between two rest days (EU Working 
Time Directive).   
Thirdly, the other system called “Flexicurity” plays an important role to realize a high 
flexibility of employment in Danish society (Ministry of Employment Denmark 2009). 
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According to the explanation of the Ministry of Employment, “Flexicurity is made up of the 
special mix of labour market flexibility combined with social security. The purpose of flexicurity 
is to join various kinds of flexibility with different degrees of security. In Denmark, the main 
focus is on security in employment and income combined with flexibility in relation to hiring 
and firing of workers” (Ministry of Employment Website15). 
Because this system allows many work style including temporary work, it sounds similar 
as Japanese deregulation, but in fact flexicurity provide people security including unemployment 
income support with maximum two years, and realize the balance in the society. Actually, this 
system realizes the reduction of unemployment because the labor market is always moving by 
the flexicurity system (Amberg 2015).  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
In order to reveal my research questions, I chose the mixed method research which is 
combined with a qualitative and quantitative method. As a quantitative research, I will use the 
data from OECD, ILO, and the World Happiness Report. These data help to capture the big 
picture of the relationship between work hour, happiness and political engagement. Also, the 
survey conducted by myself in Japan and Denmark contribute to see the relationship and trends 
closely. The survey participants were total 313 of full-time worker (Japan 200 and Denmark 113). 
As a qualitative research, I interviewed 33 people (Japan 15 and Denmark 18) in both 
countries to understand the situation elaborately from the individual stories. The interviews 
greatly contributed to explaining the trends shown in the quantitative data. Also, interviews offer 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15	   Ministry of Employment Denmark –Flexicurity. Retrieved September 25, 2016 from	  
http://uk.bm.dk/en/Themes/The%20Danish%20Labour%20Market/Flexicurity.aspx	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us a sight of latest and on-going discussion which does not appear in academic articles and 
research papers. Subsequently, I assessed that the mixed method research is the most appropriate 
way to develop my research topic. 
 
Fieldwork Research 
In summer 2016, I conducted the fieldwork in Japan and Denmark. Firstly, I conducted 
the fieldwork in Japan from July 6th to August 3rd in Tokyo and Hakodate, Hokkaido. The 
fieldwork in Denmark was conducted from September 6th to 18th mainly in Copenhagen. The 
interview subjects were mainly younger full-time workers (20s-30s) in different industries to see 
the situation from multilateral perspectives. Their occupations are including IT Developer, 
Energy Industry Sales, General Trading Company, Restaurant Industry Shop Managers, Glossary 
Industry Shop Manager, Medical Industry Pharmacist, PR Industry, Media Industry, Non-Profit 
Organization, Public Officers, Cigarette Industry Human Resource Manager, Financial Sector, 
And PR Management in Cosmetic Bland. In Japan, the interviewees are all age in 20s, but in 
Denmark, because of my weaker network with Danish people, I could ask just three of the full-
time worker's age in 20s. The other full-time worker who corporate with my interview is 30s four, 
40s one, 50s two. 
In the interviews, I asked them their work life balance, their political and social activities, 
whether they feel happiness or not and why (See the appendix A).  In Denmark, I also asked 
more specific questions to figure out the Danish perspective toward employment systems, 
welfare systems, and political views. All interviews were conducted semi-structured interview 
style in Japanese for Japanese interviewees, and English for Danish interviewees.  
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The other important interviewees are the Special Adviser of the Ministry of Employment 
in Denmark, the local Danish scholar, and the consultants of Work Life Balance Co Ltd. The 
interview with the Ministry of Employment offered me a clear sight to see figure out the reason 
that Danish people work less from the perspective of regulations. Also, the conversation with the 
adviser gave me the sense of their policies. The interview with the local Danish scholar, 
Professor Ibsen, was important to supplement the understanding of on-going discussions about 
the Danish labor market. He is working as a professor at the University of Copenhagen, 
Employment Relations Research Centre. His primary research fields are Collective bargaining in 
the private sector; employment relations mediation systems; labour market organisations. 
Currently, he studies employment relations and political economy using cross-national 
comparative perspective. The Work Life Balance Co Ltd. is the Japanese consulting company to 
introduce better work-life balance. I conducted the interview with them instead of going around 
inspecting corporations because they have 10 years of experience with corporations which tries 
to improve their work environments. Also, the CEO of the Work Life Balance Co Ltd. is one of 
the key people to lead Japanese work hour reduction. Therefore, they helped me understand the 
trend of movement for the work hour reduction in Japan. I will try to clarify the research 
question: How free market economy relates working hours? by the combination of interview 
records and literature review. 
The surveillance was internet based and paper based. I used the Free Online Survey to 
publish internet-based questionnaire. I expanded the questionnaire on my private Facebook page 
and asked corporation; total 38 people shared the Facebook post. Because I could not get 
sufficient number on the internet from Danish, I switched paper base questionnaires and had 
asked corporation on the street in Copenhagen two weeks.  Through the process of asking the 
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questionnaire, I could have conversations with more than a hundred of Danish people. In this 
thesis, I distinguish the conversation as informal interviews with formal interviews which with 
the Consent Form for Research. 
Participants in Japan were total 200 people constituted with 140 people age in 20s and 60 
people more than 30 years old (40s eleven people, 50s seven people, and one 60s). Industries of 
participants are relatively diverse and balanced (see appendix page for more information). The 
Danish participants were total 113 people constructed with 65 people of 20s, 37 of 30s, seven of 
40s, and three 50s. In both countries, most of the participants are employed people (88% of 
Japanese and 85% of Danish).  
The number of the questions in the questionnaire is sixteen, and mostly multiple choice 
questions. The questions asked a participant’s work life balance, political participation, and sense 
of life satisfaction: for example, How long do you work?; How do you feel about the hours 
worked?; If you do overwork, what is the reason?; Are you enjoying your life, and Why?; How 
often and long do you political news, social issues, and international issue? and Is it enough to 
create your opinion?; Which news source do you follow? Are you involved with political and 
social activities?; Did you go voting last time?; and If you have skipped voting in the past, what 
was the reason for it? (see the Appendix B)  
Based on the interview results in Japan, I realized the importance of vacation and added 
the question “How long can you take a vacation in succession maximum?” for the questionnaires 
for more than 30s Japanese and all generations of Danish. Because I had already collected the 
certain number of responses from Japanese in the age of 20s, I did not add the question to 
maintain the consistency. 
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Also, in the questionnaires for Danish, the question “Are you enjoying your life, and 
Why?” was an open-ended question instead of multiple choice in Japan. The open-ended styles 
helped me to see a more specific trend of happiness idea in Denmark. 
 
Frame of Data Analysis 
In order to figure out the relationship between work hours, happiness, and political 
engagement, I break down the relationship between two of three factors one by one: work hours 
and happiness; happiness and political engagement; political engagement and work hours. To 
begin with, I examine each relationship by comparing the data of countries in the world to 
capture the big picture of the research subject. On top of that, I analyze the data from my survey 
to see the trend more closely at the individual level, not the country level comparison. I also 
investigate three relationships each as I do the first process of comparing countries data. 
In the first process, I use the Happiness Index from the World Happiness Report to 
compare the happiness level in each country. To scale the level of political engagement, I focus 
on the voter turnout rate issued by OECD data statistic. The data of working hours I use is from 
the OECD statistics.  
In the second process, I combine the responses for my survey and generate original data 
to see the relationships I concern. Q2 How much do you work a week? is the key question to see 
the work hours of each. Q3 How do you feel about the number of hours you work? contributes to 
figure out the appropriate work hours from people’s perception. To understand the happiness 
level of each person, I asked Q7 Are you enjoying your life? In this research, I recognized people 
who are enjoying their life as happy. Q9 and Q10 ask the frequency and time to spend self-
informing. They are ones of the most important questions to evaluate how much each individual 
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engage political and social issue. I am considering that Q11 Do you think is it enough time to 
create your own opinion toward social and political issue? Also, I asked people to order the 
ranking with some options that they feel priority when they have more extra time in Q6. I aim to 
judge how people consider political engagement from Q6 and Q11.  Q13~Q16 ask the situation 
of participant’s physical political participation including volunteer, community activities 
(Q13,14) and voting (Q15,16). Regarding other questions and the format of the questionnaire, 
you can check in appendix page. 
In order to see investigate each relationship among three factors, I combined the data in 
following way and see the correlation between them. The relationship between work hours and 
happiness: Q2 and Q7. The relationship between working hours and political engagement: Q2 
and Q9, 10, 11; Q2 and Q15; Q2 and Q13. The relationship between political engagement and 
happiness: Q7 and Q11. In addition, I use the interview results to elaborate the data analysis. 
 
Limitation 
    Even though I could acquire 313 survey responses combined both countries, the 
number is still not enough to predicate the result as general understanding. Although as the data 
from OECD and ILO suggests that Danish people do not work long, I could not collect a proper 
number of responses from people working more than 50 hours a week. Accordingly, my analysis 
related to long working hours are mostly based on the data from Japanese. 
Also, more than half of responses are collected from people on the street. In order to 
collect survey from a more diverse population, I had visited more than twenty work offices, 
public facilities including city hall, city library and municipal service center in Copenhagen, 
however, they could not participate. One of the reasons they could not do it was their work 
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habits: they are trying to finish their duty on time, and they prioritize their private life. Therefore, 
they have no time to do voluntary work during their work time.  
Lastly, the language is also the limitation of this research. Because researcher is a native 
Japanese speaker and does not speak Danish, the interviews and surveys are all conducted in 
English. Consequently, there is slight a risk of miscommunication between researcher and 
cooperators.  
 
FINDINGS 
1.   Correlation between Three Factors 
This finding section answers my hypothesis; Long working hour reduce people’s 
happiness and undermine democracy. As a method for this, this section focus on to reveal the 
triangular relationship between long working hours, happiness and political engagement through 
my own research. This section reveals the validity of this relationship by using Credential data 
(from the OECD, the ILO, and the World Happiness Report, etc…) and the results of my 
fieldwork in Japan and Denmark including the surveys with 313 people and 30 interviews. 
Even though Japan and Denmark are both economically developed countries, the three 
factors in Japan and Denmark are obviously different. The GDP of Japan is 37,372 USD per 
capita, and Denmark is 46,574 USD (OECD Website 2015). Regarding happiness, Denmark 
triumphs the happiest country in the world, and Japan is 53rd happiest country out of 157 
countries in the world (The World Happiness Report 2016). The political participation in 
Denmark is quite higher in the world as well; the Voters turnout rate for parliament election in 
2015 was 85.89% and 4th some way in OECD countries. 
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On the other hand, Japan was 52.66% and 30th in the OECD countries (2015). 
Concerning the working hours, Denmark is the shortest level of working hours in the world; 
1458.0 hours a year/person and it is the 4th shortest in the world (OECD 2015). As already 
mentioned in the literature review section, most of Danish workers work 36 hours a week; 
because most of other OECD countries’ workers work more than 40 hours a week, we can 
consider Denmark as the shortest work country in the OECD countries (OECD). Japanese hours 
worked is almost OECD average; 1729.0 hours a year/person and 18th shortest in 38 OECD 
countries. Although this is almost the average length of work hours in OECD, the long working 
hours is considered as a serious social issue among the Japanese society.   
Finland is also one of the countries with the highest level of happiness (5th), high voter 
turnout (66.85%), and fewer work hours (1643h/year). Australia is similar: high level of 
happiness (11th), high high voter turnout (93.23%), and fewer work hours (1663.6h/year). 
Germany also shows the same trend: high level of happiness (15th), high high voter turnout 
(71.53 %), and the shortest work hours in OECD countries (1 366.4/year). 
Greece shows the similar trend as Japan; their work hours are 4th longest in the OECD 
countries (2026h/year), and the worst happiness ranking in the OECD countries. The voting rate 
is 63.6% and lower than OECD average (66.64%). Korea shows the almost same trend as Japan: 
their work hours are 3rd longest in the OECD countries (2124h/year) and way longer than Japan, 
and the 56th happiness ranking. The voter turnout rate is 54.26%, and the voting rate ranking is 
the 30th in 37 OECD countries. 
Accordingly, the three factors: work hours; happiness; and political engagement seem to 
have a strong relationship. There is a possibility that long working hours negatively affects 
people’s happiness and political participation. 
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2.    The Big Picture with the Country Comparison 
2.1 Working Hours and Happiness 
In order to identify the relationship between this triangle, I will see the data from all 
OECD countries and compare the index of each factor: work hours; happiness; and voting rate. 
Firstly, I examined if shorter working countries are happier than longer working countries. Look 
at the figure 3 Work Hours and Happiness in OECD countries. The x-axis shows the OECD 
countries lined from shorter working countries to longer working countries. The index is the 
number of work hours for a year per person. The y-axis shows the happiness index from the 
World Happiness Report. The index is 1 to 10 scale; 1 means unhappy country and 10 means 
perfectly happy country. When we see the figure, at a glance, there is no obvious trend between 
this two factors. For example, Iceland’s hours worked is 1864 hours/year, and it is very longer, 
but their happiness index is 7.5 and 2nd happiest country. Although Slovenia works less than 
OECD average, the happiness level (5.7) is lower than Mexico (6.7), which is the longest-
working country among OECD.  These data show the opposite trend with my hypothesis. 
However, according to this chart, most of the countries with shorter working hours than 
OECD average exceed 6.0 happiness index, and ten countries exceed 7.0. On the other hand, 
among the countries with working more than average, only four countries exceed 7.0, and five 
countries are smaller than 5.5 happiness index, which does not appear among the countries 
working less than average. It seems that there are other factors influencing happiness in the 
countries, and the happiness levels vary. However, we can see the slight trend that long working 
hours may affect people’s happiness level. From this, we need a closer look to determine the 
relationship between working hours and happiness. 
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Figure	  3Work	  Hours	  and	  Happiness	  
	  
Country	   Work	  Hours	  
(year/person)	  
Happiness	  
Index	  
Country	   Work	  Hours	  
(year/person)	  
Happiness	  
Index	  
Germany	   1	  366.4	   6.994	   OECD	  -­‐	  Total	   1	  763.4	   	  	  
Netherlands	   1	  420.0	   7.339	   Czech	  Republic	   1	  771.0	   6.596	  
Norway	   1	  426.9	   7.498	   United	  States	   1	  789.0	   7.104	  
Denmark	   1	  458.0	   7.526	   Ireland	   1	  821.3	   6.907	  
France	   1	  473.5	   6.478	   Turkey	   1	  832.0	   5.389	  
Luxembourg	   1	  509.0	   6.871	   Lithuania	   1	  834.0	   5.813	  
Belgium	   1	  560.0	   6.929	   Israel	   1	  853.0	   7.267	  
Switzerland	   1	  568.3	   7.509	   Hungary	   1	  857.9	   5.145	  
Sweden	   1	  611.0	   7.291	   Estonia	   1	  859.0	   5.517	  
Austria	   1	  629.4	   7.119	   Iceland	   1	  864.1	   7.501	  
Finland	   1	  643.0	   7.413	   Portugal	   1	  865.0	   5.123	  
Australia	   1	  663.6	   7.313	   Poland	   1	  923.0	   5.835	  
Slovenia	   1	  676.0	   5.768	   Latvia	   1	  938.0	   5.56	  
United	  Kingdom	   1	  677.0	   6.725	   Russia	   1	  985.0	   5.856	  
Spain	   1	  698.0	   6.361	   Chile	   1	  990.1	   6.705	  
Canada	   1	  703.0	   7.404	   Greece	   2	  026.0	   5.003	  
Italy	   1	  718.8	   5.977	   Korea	   2	  124.0	   5.835	  
Japan	   1	  729.0	   5.921	   Costa	  Rica	   2	  209.6	   7.087	  
Slovak	  Republic	   1	  760.0	   6.078	   Mexico	   2	  228.4	   6.778	  
New	  Zealand	   1	  762.0	   7.344	   	   	   	  
Table1	  Work	  Hours	  and	  Happiness	  (Data)	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2.2 Working Hours and Political Engagement 
Secondly, I investigate the relationship between working hours and political engagement. 
In order to scale the political engagement, this section uses the data of voter turnout rate from the 
International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance. The voter turnout rate use here is 
between 2011 to 2015. When we think about voting rate, there are some countries with 
mandatory voting. However, I do not consider it as special because compulsory voting does not 
always mean the 100% voting, and I want to know if voting (political participation) affects 
people’s happiness or not.  According to the figure 4, OECD countries worked less than 1600 
hours/year shows high political participation; most of the countries hold 70 to 90 percent of voter 
turnout rate. For example, Luxemburg is 1590 hours/year and 91% voting rate; Belgium is 1560 
hour and 89%; Denmark is 1458 hours and 86%. Although France, whose work hours 1473 
hours/year and 5th shortest in OECD countries show lower voter turnout rate: 55%, their rate of 
the presidential election in the same year (2012) was 80% which is very high. Also, Switzerland 
shows lower voter turnout rate: 48.4% (2015). However, Switzerland’s election system is 
unique: semi-direct democracy and their elections are more frequent than others; therefore, we 
should think this country as an exception in this case. When we focus on the countries with less 
than 60% of voting rates, most of them (10 out of 15) are working more than OECD average 
(1763 hours). Even though this data does not apparently show the relationship between working 
hours and voter turnout rate, it is clear that more countries with high political participation exist 
among shorter other countries. 
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Figure	  4	  Voter	  Turnout	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  Work	  hours 
 
2.3 Political Engagement and Happiness 
Thirdly, to find the relationship between political engagement and happiness, let’s close 
look at the figure 5. X axis shows the happiness index, and the y-axis shows the voter turnout 
rate. From this figure, it 's hard to say that two factors correlated. The figure 6 compares the 
voting rate among the top 10 happy countries and worst ten unhappy countries. As we can see, 
the voter turnout rate still shows the variability between two groups. The voter turnout rate of the 
least happy country, Burundi, is 74.32% and it is the almost same index as the 8th happiest 
country, New Zealand (74.56%). However, when we see the average voting rates of both groups, 
it shows the clear difference; the average voting rate of happier countries group is 10% higher 
than the worst countries group. The average voting rate of top 10 happy countries group is 
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75.98%, and the worst group is 65.36%. However, the variability implies the importance to see 
the relationship closer; not to just compare the countries. Even in the same countries, lifestyles 
and sense of happiness should be different. In the next section, I will examine the survey data 
from full-time workers in Japan and Denmark. 
 
 
Figure5	  Happiness	  Index	  and	  Working	  hours	  
	  
	  
Figure	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3.    Field Work Studies 
3.1 Working Habits Revealed by the Fieldwork  
From the interviews in Denmark, I realized that many workplaces have a system to keep 
work hours within 37 hours a week. Also, more people easily ask their boss to reduce an amount 
of work if it is too much to manage in time. Flexible work hour also works to manage work time 
in 37 hours a week; for example, if the worker needs to stay longer the workplace to finish one 
particular job, she can reduce the work hours next day. By using flexible work hours, they can 
balance their work lives. 
A social worker at the Roskilde city hall (Danish 30s man) explained that his work hours 
are controlled by a computer program, and his work style is pretty flexible; he can take pause 
before 4 pm, which is the time people finish work usually, and resume his work at home later. 
The work style he does is called “flex time”, in this style, people chose their work time flexible. 
According to him, it is very normal when they work in a public sector in Denmark. Also, he can 
get extra payment when his work hours exceed 37 hours.  
According to Director Secretariat of the Ministry of Employment, public officers in a 
municipal sector are always busy and have no spare time because they are packed to manage to 
work within 37 hours a week. The municipal sector in Denmark is relatively strict to manage 
working hour in 37 hours a week, but the vice kommunaldirektor at the Roskilde City Hall 
(Mogens Raun Andersen) told me that he and the other higher management position workers 
ordinary work extra hours. According to him, he usually works until around 7 pm, but it is not 
uncommon to work until 9-10 pm because he has many tasks to complete on a daily basis.  
  A nursing home manager (Danish 30s women) told me that “In my contract, I work 37 
hours a week, but because I am a manager, sometimes I work extra without payment. But in the 
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other contracts, like for the non-manager employees they can get extra money because their 
contract is based on time. However, if I feel very stressful, I can talk to my boss, and I can work 
less hour or fewer assignments; I also can work from home or day off. The rule is decided by my 
top boss, this is not a special, this is a normal rule in Denmark. But it’s up to the top boss, so 
some places don’t allow to do that.” Other interviewees (Shop manager 20s man, Financial 
service worker 20s women, etc.) and survey participants also mentioned the payment systems. 
However, there are almost no labor regulations in Denmark; those rules depend on each 
workplace. 
Even though more Danish people enjoy flexible work environment, there are still a 
certain number of people who do overwork in Denmark. According to my survey, 68% of people 
more or less work extra (However, 37% of all Danish responses work more than 40 hours a 
week). My survey shows that the main reason of their overwork is that they cannot manage work 
in time (21%) and 23% selected “other” as a reason, but more people explain “other” that 
“because I am a manager and need to work more than 37 hours”.   
On the other hand, in Japan, the labor law regulates the paying overtime money and 
basically manager levels also earn extra legally. In fact, most of the work places make exception 
cases called “Minashi Zangyo (over time anticipated and it is already fixed the allowance for it 
before a payday)” and “Fukumi zangyo (the salary already includes the payment for anticipated 
over time).” In both systems, workers can get overwork allowance whether they actually did 
overwork or not. These systems eliminate complicated time management of administration, but 
at the same time, they allow overwork beyond the control of bosses.  Because of these systems, 
some people extend their work hour even if they could mange their work in time to maintain the 
good relationship with their coworkers and bosses; otherwise, they are considered that they earn 
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overtime allowance without work extra even if it is allowed in the contract. This is one of the 
reasons that Japanese workers feel bad when they leave earlier than others. In my survey 12% of 
Japanese response that they feel bad for others as the main reason of overwork. 
  An IT worker (Japanese 20s man) also told me his experience at previous work: “When I 
finished on time or earlier, my boss gave me an extra work because he thought that the amount 
of work was not enough for me, and I kept having extra work. Basically, it is not easy to control 
work time by myself. So sometimes I tried to work slower, because if I worked faster, there was 
no benefit for me. The company still had an old style.”  
A consulting company worker who worked as a chain restaurant manager a few months 
ago (Japanese 20s man) told me that: “In my contract, I worked from 11 am to 9 pm with three 
hours break. However, I actually worked from 9 am to 11 pm, and I did it as a service; I didn’t 
receive any extra payment. The reason for this overwork is shortage of personnel; in fact, the 
overall number was enough, but the staff who could do manager level task was absolutely not. 
What we needed at the time was the education for lower level workers to break down the 
responsibility of one manager.”  And he continued that “Full-time contracted worker at the place 
was only me, others were all part-time contract, even they work full-time range. So others 
receive lower payment and less responsibility than me. The company does not place more than 
two workers with the same contract as me, because it is cost for the company to hire more and 
the overall number was enough.” 
Of course, not all companies in Japan are the same. A general trading company worker 
(Japanese 20s women) told me that “I generally use flex time system at my work; if I work until 
late, I could finish work earlier next day. I usually work one hour more than regular work hour 
every day, compared to other companies, I am lucky to work with reasonable work environment”. 
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According to her, the company tries to reduce overwork, so that eliminate extra expenses. When 
she requests overwork allowance, she needs to submit the reasons of overwork at the same time. 
An energy corporation worker (Japanese 20s woman) told me her work situation. She 
mentioned that her company decided to reduce work hours this year and control worker’s hours. 
Because of this, she goes home much earlier than the previous year. However, she still brings her 
work at home, and she works until midnight on a daily basis. Through my interviews, it is 
revealed that more companies are trying to reduce overwork. However, the aim of it is not for the 
well-being for workers or requests from workers, but more for companies’ economic benefits.  
A blog article confessed the writer’s previous work environment with the real name of 
the PR company (Shota Maeda 2016). According to the article, the workers in his ex-company 
work extremely hard because they are required to grant the insane requests from their clients. It 
was not rare that clients request the new project before the weekend and asked to finish on 
Monday. The company is very famous and known that they can comply any difficult requests, 
and the employees keep the crazy high quality of work with sacrificing their private lives and 
health.  
The another PR manager (Japanese 20s man) in different company told that “I always 
hold my work phone to correspond customer’s contact. Sometimes they ask me to do additional 
work until next morning. My customers are mainly TV program producers and if they had 
sudden change in their program, I also need to modify my work”. This situation is similar to the 
situation in the blog article; Japanese corporations are always required to achieve high quality 
work with flexible schedule to fit customer’s demand. 
When I had interviews with Danish people, many interviewees often talked to me about 
six weeks paid vacation. According to them, even though their work is generally busy, everyone 
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takes six weeks vacation, and mostly people go travel. A PR manager at a cosmetic company 
(Danish 20s man) told me that “I feel bad for others if I wouldn’t take full of six weeks vacation 
because it is the opportunity everyone should have. So nobody should not skip the vacation”. 
This six weeks vacation should increase their life satisfaction; during the vacation, people can 
have a different experience as their usual work life. The cosmetic manager also told me that 
“When we have work, our perspectives tend to be narrower only in our specialty. But, enough 
vacation gives us opportunities to know other worlds; it is very important for us.” Taking full 
vacation is pretty natural in Denmark; their vacation deprivation rate16 is 93% (Expedia 2015). 
My survey also shows 67% of Danish participants answered that they take a vacation more than 
a month.  
On the other hand, Japanese people take just half of paid vacation, and their average is 
ten days for a year (MHLW 2016 and Expedia 2015). I also asked Japanese people aged more 
than thirty years that what is the maximum amount of time you can take for vacation at one time 
in a one year period? ; only two out of sixty people take more than a month vacation; the biggest 
group was 18 out of 60 people (30%), and they take 5-6 days/year. What we should focus on is 
16 out of 60 people (22%) answered that they cannot take long vacation except new year’s 
holidays. This data explains the anecdote in Japan that students should go travel before 
graduation as much as possible; otherwise you wouldn’t go abroad for a longer period until you 
retire.  
The survey data from MHLW shows that the vacation deprivation rate is lower when 
people work longer. For example, among the people work more than 60 hours a week, the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16	  	   The vacation deprivation rate is the term used in Expedia’s report. This percentage 
represents how much people take actual vacation compared to the length of the vacation they are 
given from their companies. 
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deprivation rate is just a 39.5%; and it is 62.8% among people work 40 hours a week (MHLW 
2016). From the interview and the survey, Japanese people could not take vacation longer even 
though they take short paid vacation. 
The super market manager (Japanese 20s man) told me that “Usually I take only one day 
off; from this year we are required to take 4 days in row vacation once a year; last year 3 days 
were maximum length. But, higher managers than me seem not happy to take a longer vacation 
because they concern to leave their work such a long time.”  
Another worker told me that “I am afraid after I go back to work, there should be a lot of 
tasks while I am leaving; in the end, I need to work until late to manage the work after I come 
back from vacation.” Because of their lack of a system to share the work and knowledge, 
shortage of personnel, and their long custom to work without longer vacation, higher position 
managers tend to have bigger charge and reluctant to take a vacation.  
According to many scholars, happier people have a broader perspective. Paradoxically 
thinking, long vacation offers people more opportunities and broader perspective, and it could 
make people happier.  
I also conducted an hour interview with consultants of the Work Life Balance Co Ltd 
(WLB Co Ltd), and hear the trend of their clients. According to them, most of client companies 
decide to request their consulting to improve their work habits with three main aims: elimination 
of overwork allowance, improving company’s image, and avoid the company damage by 
worker’s leave for raising their children and looking after their old parents. According to the 
WLB Co Ltd, approximately 60% of women quit their work when they have a birth, and it 
causes a big loss for a company.  
They told me that “before main clients of WLB Co Ltd, were private corporations, but 
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local governments have requested the consulting and workshop by WLB Co Ltd recently.” 
Currently, chihososei (local revitalization) is a prevalent word in Japan, and many local 
governments try to attract people to their region for preventing a population outflow. Many local 
governments adopt an improving work situation as a project off the record. As the example of 
this trend, WLB Co Ltd, explained as follows: 
“Mie prefecture requested the help of WLB Co Ltd; they held the work life balance 
seminar for public and recruited the corporations which wanted to take the consulting. After 
screening for models, the Mie prefecture chose eight companies including small companies with 
three to ten something workers, and offer them a year support for free. The consulting affected 
well to the companies; one of them reported that they could shorten six months of the hiring time 
compared to the previous year because more prospective employees answered their working 
offers sooner. A new employee told in a questionnaire that she/he could imagine a great work 
life balance with the company”. 
Activating local corporations increase the government’s tax income and the trend 
improve national power. Now Karoshi became an English word, and WLB told that “I heard 
from a client that good foreign personnel hesitate to go Japan to avoid long working hours. In my 
personal perception, more number of smart Japanese personnel flow to abroad as well.”  
They also told me that the difficulty to eliminate work hours is mentality and customs of 
management position. For a long time, Japanese people have believed that working long is a 
virtue: it shows the effort. Because of this, many Japanese workers especially younger of them 
afraid to receive bad evaluations from their bosses when they leave office earlier. In order to 
overcome this issue, WLB Co Ltd. regards the importance of communication between CEO, 
managers, and employees. Especially, it is very important to make higher workers understand the 
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importance of work-life balance. Daniel Kim also emphasizes the importance of establishing the 
better relationship among workers, and WLB works based on his idea.  
They also emphasized the importance of exclusion of dependency on individual skill to 
reduce work hours and take longer vacation ordinary. However, open their individual skills to 
others are not a simple step. It is important to establish a good relationship with workers and 
company; also rewards for workers to open their own established know-how to others: such as 
long vacation and allowing flexible work style.  
Overall, the most of companies applying the help of the WLB Co Ltd faced with severe 
economic situation and chose to eliminate work hours as a new business strategy. However, the 
consultants told me that “The motivations of clients to request our consulting are mostly from an 
economic perspective, but clients also eager to better work-life balance in personal motivations.”  
There is a discussion to reduce work hours in Denmark. The newly established Danish 
party called “Alternative” is advocating further work hour reduction in Denmark. According to 
their manifest, they are promoting 30 hour/week work hour, which has been introduced in 
Sweden (The Alternative). In my fieldwork, some people showed the positive attitudes toward 
the 30 hour/week work hour. They mentioned that positive aspect of sharing work to reduce the 
inequality. Another Danish worker told me that he believes that less work is always better for 
people.  
I conducted the interview with the local scholar, Professor Cristian Ibsen, who studies 
about labor issues and collective bargaining. He mentioned that the plan of further work 
reduction is unrealistic because of the historical background of Denmark labor regulations. 
According to him, there is no history of government or political parties exercising control over 
the issue on working environment. Therefore, if they would introduce the regulation to reduce 
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regular full-time work hours to 30 hours/week, it would be a historical achievement; and this is 
why it is a huge challenge for the Alternative. He also continued that many of Danish realized 
that increasing productivity in small amount of time is very stressful for workers. He told that it 
might be a better idea to keep certain amount of work hours to eliminate the mental stress for 
workers.  His interview implies that the possibility of reduction of happiness by eliminating work 
hours is new perspective. Also, according to him, the current discussion in collective bargaining 
is to reduce the premium expenses for workers when they work in flex time; for example, night 
and early morning shift, and extra work hour by a contract. The work time flexibility already 
exists, but now employees are trying to make more flexibility for their sake. 
Regarding work hour reduction, Special Adviser Mr. Kristian Bak from the Danish 
Agency for Labour Market and Recruitment said that the government had its focus on getting 
people to work more not less. In the interview, he mentioned the challenges of the aging society 
in Denmark, and emphasized the need of a larger work force. He also mentioned that Denmark 
has no general law on working hours. The working time is determined in the employment 
contract, which may be part of a collective agreement or a local agreement. Because of this 
reason, the Danish government does not positively consider further work hour reduction. 
 
3.2    The Relationship between Working Hours and Happiness  
The result from the survey shows the clear correlation between working hours and life 
satisfaction. The result of my survey, mainly from Japanese participations, implies that long 
working hours affect people’s life satisfaction. Regarding the relationship between work hours 
and life satisfaction, I can not compare the two countries from this survey. The primary reason 
for this is that I could not collect enough data, especially from long working people in Denmark. 
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Therefore, I could not create the strong data from the group. In fact, the people who enjoy or 
somewhat enjoy their life is 97%, and therefore it makes difficult to see the trend of people do 
not enjoy their life in Denmark. This will be addressed more detail below. 
 In the both survey in Japan and Denmark, I asked the average work hours a week which 
is not the contracted hours, but the actual hours worked in average. I started the options from the 
regular full-time work hour, which is 40 hours in Japan and 37 hours in Denmark, to more than 
70 hours a week. Also, I asked people “Do you enjoy your life?”; and the options are yes, 
somewhat yes, I can’t say either, somewhat no, and no. 
     Firstly, working hours and life satisfaction between both countries shows a significant 
difference. In Denmark, 62% of people work in 40 hours a week, and 32% of individuals work in 
37 hours a week. On the contrary, in Japan, people who work in 40 hours a week is just 15%. 
Because 40 hours is the general work hours, rest of 85% of people do over work usually, and 
who work more than 50 hours in Denmark is just 6% (7 out of 112), but it is 45% of Japanese 
people. People who work more than 60 hours is 18%, and more than 70 hours is still 9%.  
     55-60 hours should be a key number. From my survey, people feel health risk when they 
work more than 55 hours a week. Also, the ratio of people who want to reduce their work hours 
and the people without any problem switch at this number: 55 hours. The survey shows that 
people feel stronger dissatisfaction when they work more than 55 hours a week. Since there are 
only one to two people in each range more than 46 hours in Denmark, this data analysis is mostly 
based on Japanese responses.  
My survey from Japanese worker clearly shows the relationship between work hours and 
happiness: people work less can enjoy more than people who work longer. To investigate the 
relationship, I asked the question: Do you enjoy your life? Even though a large number of people 
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work longer with a shorter vacation in Japan, 76% people answered “Yes” or “Somewhat Yes”. 
The people who answered “No” were just two, and “Somewhat No” was 14 which is 7% of all 
responses.  
Figure 7 shows that 90% of Japanese people who work in 40 hours a week enjoy their life 
in some way. The distribution of people who work in 40 hours a week is “Yes” 69%, “Somewhat 
yes” 21%, and “so-so” 7%. The people who work 41~45hours/week still enjoy their life (“Yes” 
and “Somewhat yes” are 86%), but the number of people answered “Yes” decreased to 37% 
from 69% of dropped work in 40hours.  
When we see the people who work more than 55 hours, the percentage of people 
answered “Yes” clearly dropped to 29%, and the another 29% answered “so-so” or “somewhat 
no.” The data from people working more than 70 hours a week obviously shows that fewer 
people enjoy their life when they work extremely long.  Among people who work more than 70 
hours a week, just three out of eighteen (17%) people answered “Yes.” Two of the three are self-
employed.  
When we compare the percentage of “Yes” between group working in 40 hours and more 
than 70 hours, the percentage of people who chose “Yes” from 70 hours working group is just a 
quarter of percentage of people with 40 hours working group. Apparently, when people work 
less, most people enjoy their life more. This data implies that long working time decreases the 
opportunity to enjoy their life.  
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Figure	  7	  Do	  You	  Enjoy	  Your	  Life?	  
	  
Japan	  How	  do	  you	  
feel	  about	  your	  work	  
hours?	  
~40hours	   ~45hours	   ~50hours	   ~55hours	   ~60hours	   ~65hours	   ~70hours	   70hours~	  
I	  am	  satisfied	   27	  (93%)	   32	  (78%)	   21	  (49%)	   10	  (32%)	   2	  (10%)	   0	   0	   4	  (22%)	  
I	  want	  to	  shorten	   0	   2	   4	  (9%)	   9	  (29%)	   8	  (38%)	   3	  (43%)	   4	  (40%)	   6	  (33%)	  
Feeling	  a	  health	  risk	   0	   0	   0	   0	   3	  (14%)	   1	  (14%)	   2	  (20%)	   7	  (39%)	  
All	  Responses	   29	   41	   43	   31	   21	   7	   10	   18	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Denmark	  How	  do	  
you	  feel	  about	  your	  
work	  hours?	  
37hours	   ~40hours	   ~43hours	   ~46hours	   ~50hours	   ~53hours	   ~56hours	   56hours~	  
I	  am	  satisfied	   22	  (79%)	   23	  (92%)	   14	  (88%)	   3	  (75%)	   3	  (60%)	   0	   0	   3	  (60%)	  
I	  want	  to	  shorten	   6	  (21%)	   2	  (8%)	   2	  (13%)	   1	  (25%)	   2	  (40%)	   1	   1	   2	  (40%)	  
Feeling	  a	  health	  risk	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
All	  Responses	   28	   25	   16	   4	   5	   1	   1	   5	  
	  
Table2	  Actual	  Work	  Hours	  and	  Perceptions	  	  
	  
Interviews results support the understanding of the relationship between work hour and 
happiness. What is revealed from the interviews is that definition of happiness very depends on 
people’s perception. According to a Japanese worker, who 1-2 hours overwork every day and 
69%
37% 28%
39% 29% 29% 20% 17%
21%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
120%
~40hours ~45hours 45~50	  hours 50~55hours 55~60hours 60~65	  hours 65~70hours 70hours~
Do	  you	  enjoy	  your	  life?	  (Japan)
Yes Somewhat	  yes so-­‐so somewhat	  no No
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does not take longer vacation and day off in a row (20s man), he still believes himself as happy. 
He told me that “I think I am happy, I feel happiness when I eat dinner and talk with my friends 
after work. I can live without big economic concern; I have a place to live; this is enough 
happiness for me.” The other worker said that he is happy because he has time to enjoy himself 
and challenge whatever he wants. A Danish worker (30s woman) told that “I can do whatever I 
want, I have great family, friends. Some kind of freedom makes people happy”.  
This answer closely linked to other responses in my fieldwork. Including official 
interviews, street interviews in Copenhagen, and the comments in questionnaires. Enormous 
number of people think that the reason for happiness is the good relationship with people around 
them. If people have more free time, the time for communication with family and friends could 
increase. The interview results clearly show the importance of time with other individuals for 
sense of happiness, and more people prioritize the family communication (I will explain further 
in the following section). It is reasonable to consider these data as an explanation of the 
hypothesis: long working hour affects people’s happiness. 
 
3.3 The Relationship between Working Hours and Political Engagement 
  In this section, I investigate if people have more time, more people participate politics or 
not. First, I look at the relationship between working hours and voter turnout in both countries. 
Second, I figure out how working hours affects participation of people on physical political and 
social activities. As I showed in the literature review section, the first reason that people wave 
their voting rights is “because of the busyness of my work or study” in Japan.  
Looking at figure 8, it shows the relationship between working hours and voter turnout 
rate in Japan (left) and Denmark (right). This data is based on my survey result. The x-axis 
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shows the hours worked; y-axis shows the answer to the question: “Did you vote last time?” 
Unfortunately, I could not figure out the relationship between the two factors in both countries. 
In fact, 85 % of Danish people answered that they voted the last election, and therefore only 
eleven people answered “No” distributed to this graph. Even though there is a certain number of 
people who waived the voting in Japan, the voter turnout rate varies in each working hour groups, 
and we cannot see the correlations between the two factors.  
From the interview, I found out the difference of the attitudes toward voting between two 
countries. Even though people in both countries consider that people should go voting, Japanese 
people think it is more personal choice but Danish take voting as more responsibility of citizens. 
When I asked people why the voting rate in Denmark is high, most of people answered that they 
cannot understand why people do not go voting, and they are thinking that people should join the 
democracy. A full-time municipal worker told me that “My brother does not study and talk about 
politics, but never skips voting.” On the other hand, in Japan I often heard negative image of 
political participation; they think one vote does not really reflect to the result.  One person said 
that “Sometimes, I feel the less power of my voting. I think that there is no difference whether I 
vote or not, the result of the election is already fixed before a polling day”. 
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Figure 9 shows the relationship between working hours and physical, political 
participation including volunteers and political activities. X axis shows the work hour of survey 
participants. Y axis shows the answer to the question: Are you involved with social activities 
such as volunteers, community activities, joining NGO/NPO/political events, since you started 
work? The working groups between 60 hours and 70 hours are less than ten people in each group, 
and therefore I took them off from this graph. Y axis shows the result of the survey if individual 
currently participates physical political and social activities or not. The data shows the trend that 
when people work longer, fewer people participate physical political and social activities. This 
result is common with the Caruso’s study (2006). 
	  
Figure	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  Physical	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  Participation	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One person remarked that “I don’t think the political action including occupation and political 
volunteer is efficient way to change the society better. The student occupation in 2015 showed 
that they cannot change anything, and they should have acted in a cleverer way. If they could 
change something, I think it could give people courage to take action, but they couldn’t.” The 
another told that “If the issue directly related with me, I would join to prevent the influence. But 
otherwise, I won’t join”. 
I also asked how do you represent your political view and opinion toward social issue, 
and do you hesitate to do that? Most of interviewees answered that they show their opinion when 
they talk about the topic with people around them. Also, most of people do not represent their 
opinion in public such as on social medias usually. One person mentioned that “I hesitate to state 
my opinion on Facebook, I do not want friends that I am too serious”. The another said that “I do 
not like to post such a thing on Facebook, because political views are private matter and I do not 
feel the importance to do that personally”. 
As OECD data shows, Denmark is the largest political interest country in 37 countries 
(OECD). However, through my interviews including ones conducted on streets, I figured out that 
their awareness of political participation depends on individuals very much. Some people think 
politics is a pretty common topic among Danish, but the others said it is not really popular topic.  
I asked people how much Danish people prefer to discuss political and social issues? 
How important to participate political and social activities? and Why do you think the voting rate 
in Denmark is high? Many people answered that politics is a quite common topic for Danish, at 
the same time many people do not agree on the idea. One respondent (Danish 30s man) answered 
that “It is totally ok to talk about political issues in Denmark; it is not a taboo, but people do not 
specially prefer to talk the subject, they prefer to talk more casual topics.” The another person 
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(Danish 40s man) said that “Some people may avoid conflict because of the different political 
perspectives.”  Overall, I received the perception that many Danish consider politics as a private 
matter. 
Also, the another person (Danish 30s women) said that “For me, it is not important to 
take action for a political and social matter, but it is important to know what is going on in the 
society because I am a part of it. I motivate to take action, when I feel something wrong, or 
unfair to someone in the society. I do not think Danes are politically very active; people could be 
more political active”. Another person (Danish 20s man) mentioned that “Personally speaking, I 
do not like to discuss the political issue, I like to know the issue, though. So, even if I would 
have more free time, I would not increase the time for political and social issues”.  These 
conversations with Danish imply that more people realize the importance of informed political 
and social issue themselves, but they do not really prioritize to take action for the social situation. 
This Danish trend is common with Japanese. I also asked some similar questions in both 
countries: how often do you discuss politics?; what do you think about participate political 
activities?; how do you express your opinion in public?. Many of them realized the importance 
of politics, but actually they do not choose to show their political view in public.  
A shop manager (Japanese 20s woman) told that “I hesitate to show my political view on 
social media or something public because I do not want people to think me is pretending to know. 
I sometimes discuss the political and social topic with my colleagues and family members. I also 
check and research the topic as a member of the society; it is a shame not to understand the topic.” 
By contrast, a human resource manager (Japanese 20s woman) said that she does not hesitate to 
show her opinion related to political and social events on social media. In Denmark, I also got 
similar comments from both perspectives. Overall, many people do not specially prefer to talk 
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about the topic and do not show their political view in public because they do not feel the 
necessity of doing it.  
Regarding the physical political and social participation, a majority of people mentioned 
that they do not have time to do that. Also, they do not choose to spend time for those activities 
rather than other private activities. Interestingly, my field work results also show that people do 
not intend to increase the commitment to the social and political issues if they had more free time. 
Through the interviews, I could not see the difference in the trend between Japan and Denmark. 
The result of my survey shows the trend clearly. In the questionnaire, I asked people to 
order the activities from eight options as their priority. The activities include Relax, Family or 
Partners Communication, Hobby, Professional Networking, Study for Your Advancement, 
Catching Up Social Situation (Reading news articles, blogs…), Participating Political Activities 
or Volunteering.  Looking at figures 10 and 11, the index in charts represent the average number 
of the rank people provided. Therefore, if the number is smaller, the priority is higher. According 
to the survey, the majority of people chose Relax or Family or Partners Communication as their 
first priority, and Hobby comes next to them. Catching up on the social situation is more 
prioritized in Denmark than Japan, but it is still in the 4th position. “Professional networking” 
and “Study for my advancement” are almost close index, and these are less prioritized than 
Catching up social situation in Denmark. On the other hand, the data shows that Japanese people 
care more about their career and personal advancement than catching up on social issues. This 
might because the age group distribution; 20s is 70% of all participants and 57% in Denmark. 
Generally speaking, entry level workers tend to prioritize their study for work. However, when I 
compare the data only from the 20s, the trend is same as all data including more than 30s. The 
most notable point is that Participating Political Activities or Volunteering was the last priority in 
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both countries.  
Some remarks from Danish people support this data. A group of Danish young workers 
(20s-30s men) commented that “even though Danish work hours would shorten, nobody would 
increase the time for politics; we will just enjoy the time with friends and family members 
instead.” A large number of people often emphasized how much Danish people prioritize their 
private life. One person told that “Relaxing is the secret of Dane’s happiness.” 
 
Figure	  10	  Free	  Time	  Priority	  (Japan)	  Figure	  11	  Free	  Time	  Priority	  (Denmark)	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3.4 Sense of informed and political participation 
The next argument concerns how much people are informed on political and social issues 
by themselves, and how much is it related to working hours. Figures 12 and 13 show the 
relationship between work time and the time spending for checking political and social news 
among the 20s. The figure 12 presents how many hour people spend time for checking the news 
in each weekday. The figure 13 illustrates how often people check the news in a week. I divided 
the Japanese people into two groups: those who work less than 59 hours a week and those who 
work more than 60 hours. Since there is almost nobody who works so long in Denmark (the 
people working more than 56 hours a week are just three out of 65 people), I did not divide the 
Danish group like I did for Japanese. As the figures show, we cannot recognize the huge 
differences among three groups, especially from the figure 13.  
    According to the figure 12, the most of the people spend 30 minutes to an hour for 
catching up social situation. 42% of long working Japanese group chose 30 minutes, and 21% an 
hour. On the other hand, among the Japanese group working less than 59 hours, 27% of them 
spend 30 minutes and 38% an hour. When we see the Danish group, just 12% chose 30 minutes, 
and 28% chose an hour. Alternatively, 28% of Danish spend more than two hours. Among 
Japanese participants combined two groups, 12% spend more than two hours a day for news 
checking (16% of Japanese worker who works less than 59 hours a week and 8% (two people) of 
people who work more than 60 hours).  
However, what we need to note is that ten Danish answered that they spend 4-6 hours 
each day; because it is too long for spending in their free time, they might include the working 
time. Also, three Japanese people answered, they spend four, five, and seven hours each for news 
checking each day; since survey shows that they are working more than 70 hours/week and 55-
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60hour/week, it is natural to consider that they counted the hours they are at work. Accordingly, 
I assume that there is almost nobody who checks news more than three hours a day.  
When we see the data between 30 minutes and an hour, we could say that less working 
people could check news longer than long working people. However, the news checking time 
more depends on personal interests than their working time. The reason for this is that the 
portion of shorter working Japanese people who check news less than 30 minutes (28%) is 
bigger than the portion of long working people with less than 30minutes (8%).  
Also, figure 13 explains that longer working Japanese more often check news than 
shorter working Japanese (54% vs. 49%). Also, more Danish people check news every day 
(62%) than Japanese do, but we should note that they work much less than Japanese shorter 
working group; working less than 40 hours in Denmark is 61% and it is 15% in Japan. To sum 
up, some data suggests the possibility of the relationship between working hours and engaging in 
news checking. However, it seems that the engagement depends on other factors.  
 
	  
Figure	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Figure	  13	  How	  often	  do	  you	  check	  news	  articles?	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We can see the trend more obviously in the data from Danish. Against only 6% of people 
working 37 hours/week are unsatisfied with their news checking time, half of the people who 
work 46~53hours answered they do not satisfy with the time they spend for news check to create 
their opinion.  
     When we move our focus on Japanese graph, we can see the same trend. Just 10% of 
people who work less than 40 hours answered “No” to the question, but the average of the people 
who dissatisfies with their news checking time among the people who work more than 55 hours 
(total of the longer four groups) is 61%. Moreover, 71% of individuals who work 60~65 hours a 
week do not think it is enough time to create their opinion.   
     A TV media industry worker (Japanese 20s woman) used to work extremely too long to 
remember the number of hours worked; she had just 3-4 days off a month at the worst time, and 
it was not rare to work until midnight and work early next day. She told in the interview that “I 
totally had no idea to think about the social and political issue; what I was thinking at that time 
was only “I want to take a rest; I want to spend usual life style.” The other worker mentioned that 
“I am really interested in the international politics, but now I have no time to understand fully. It 
is not easy to understand the complicated politics just checking news article at a glance. Students 
can be more critical; they are free from any organization and time.” The another worker told that 
he knew the importance of informing social news himself, but he didn’t because relaxing is more 
important for him. He also mentioned that “actually I could make time for news checking, but 
mentally, I couldn’t.”  The interviewees offer us very important testimonies. These expose the 
cases that long working hours lead to fatigue of people and hesitate to inform social and political 
issues themselves even they know the importance of that. Regarding the figure 12, I did not 
emphasize that it is excluded work hours when I ask time to spend checking news in the 
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questionnaire. If I emphasized it is not included the time in work time, the result might show 
more clear relationship supporting interviewees comments. 
 
	  
Figure	  14	  Is	  it	  Enough	  Time	  to	  Create	  Your	  Opinion?	  (Japan)	  
	  
	  
Figure	  15	  Is	  it	  Enough	  Time	  to	  Create	  Your	  Opinion	  (Denmark) 
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I also examined the relationship between the sense of happiness and how much satisfied 
with the situation informed the social and political issues themselves (look at the table 3). The 
most interesting point is that among Danish most of the people (Satisfied 81% and I do not care 
because I am not interested 95%) answered: “Yes, I am enjoying my life." However, there was 
only one person who answered so among the Danish people who was unsatisfied with their news 
checking (1 out of 12). However, the data does not mean that people unsatisfied with news 
checking time do not enjoy their life; most of them (9 out of 12) answered “somewhat enjoy”, 
instead of “Yes”.  
We can see the similar trend slightly from the data from Japanese. Towards the 25% of 
people unsatisfied with their news checking answered “Yes, I enjoy my life,” 51% of people who 
considered that their time to check news as enough answered “Yes, I enjoy my life”. From these 
data, we can interpret those people satisfied with their time spending for checking the news to 
create their own opinion are enjoying their life stronger. Moreover, the data suggests that longer 
working hours hinder people to create their opinion toward social and political issues.  
JAPAN	   YES	   Somewhat	  Yes	  
I	  can’t	  
mention	  
either	  
Somewhat	  
No	   No	   Total	  
Enough	   32	  (51%)	   19	  (30%)	   9	  (14%)	   2	  (3%)	   1	  (2%)	   63	  
Not	  Enough	   20	  (25%)	   37	  (46%)	   15	  (19%)	   8	  (10%)	   1	  (1%)	   81	  
Not	  but	  I	  
don’t	  mind	   20	  (36%)	   23	  (41%)	   9	  (16%)	   4	  (7%)	   0	  (0%)	   56	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Denmark	   YES	   Somewhat	  Yes	  
I	  can’t	  
mention	  
either	  
Somewhat	  
No	   No	   Total	  
Enough	   64	  (81%)	   13	  (16%)	   1	  (1%)	   0	  (0%)	   1	  (1%)	   79	  
Not	  Enough	   1	  (8%)	   9	  (75%)	   1	  (8%)	   1	  (1%)	   0	  (0%)	   12	  
Not	  but	  I	  
don’t	  mind	   19	  (95%)	   1	  (5%)	   0	  (0%)	   0	  (0%)	   0	  (0%)	   20	  
	  
Table	  3	  Is	  it	  enough	  time	  to	  create	  your	  opinion?	  (raw)	  &	  Are	  you	  enjoying	  your	  life?	  (column)	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However, it is important to note that long working hours do not directly impede creating 
people’s social opinion. Long working hours undermine being satisfied people with informed 
themselves. This means that people lose the opportunities to understand social and political 
issues by long working time. Based on my analysis in the previous part, it is revealed that people 
prioritize to have time for relaxing, family and partner time, and hobby, rather than catching up 
social situation (refer the figure 10 and 11). The interview result clearly shows this trend in both 
countries too. However, as the data shows approximately 60% of Japanese long-time workers 
feel that their news checking time is not enough to create their opinion.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Conclusion 
This research has focused on how long working hours affect political engagement and 
happiness. Also, I have considered how we could increase happiness through this research. First, 
this study clearly contributes to reinforcing the argument that long working hours reduce 
people’s happiness. Both in the studies with OECD data and my field work, one could see the 
correlation between work hours and happiness.  
Regarding the terms of political engagement, it is important to consider two broad 
categories: physical political participation and the actions for engaging politics. The physical 
political participation means something directly involved with politics including voting, 
protesting, and volunteering. The action for engaging politics includes self-informing on politics 
and social issues. I will define this self-informing as “sociopolitical literacy” in this study. 
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From the whole process of the field work research, it is not clear that physical political 
participation increases people’s happiness. My research also clarified that work hours do not 
always undermine voter turnout. According to the result of the survey and interviews, people do 
not increase the time for political engagement including checking political and social news. 
Rather, people would prioritize communication with others, relaxing, and hobby instead of 
political engagement if they had more time. There should be other factors to impede voter 
turnout, but further research is required to specify the elements. However, previous studies imply 
the possibility of communication to increase political participation, especially the voting rate. In 
this sense, reducing work hours could lead people to participate political activities more.  
My research told us that the physical political actions often come from the strong 
emotions to protest ongoing politics. Also, the sense of inefficiency of political participation 
reduces the motivation to participate in it. In other words, political participation does not always 
contribute to the feeling of satisfaction, which is the definition of authentic happiness by 
Seligman. 
On the other hand, sociopolitical literacy could be more prioritized to increase people’s 
level of satisfaction. During the interviews, many people idealized to inform themselves more 
even though they were not willing to join physical political activities. Moreover, the result of the 
survey shows that individuals who are satisfied that they had the time to inform themselves are 
enjoying their life more than people who are not satisfied with the time they spend researching 
political and social issues.  
I think that high sociopolitical literacy leads people to feel satisfied with their decisions, 
because they could choose the better action with their full sense of judgment based on enough 
information they acquired. Even if people do not go voting, protest, and other activities after 
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satisfied informing, it would give people the confidence to take the decision: not taking action. I 
would like to assert that this is the better quality of democracy. 
My research succeeded to show the correlation between work hours and the satisfaction 
with time spending for informing themselves. According to my survey, a large number of people 
working longer feel that the time to check political and social information is not enough to create 
their own opinion, in contrast to people who work less. Conversely, long working hours 
undermine the opportunities of people satisfied with their life.  
Fortunately, a movement for working hour reduction is getting active in Japan. However, 
there is a significant difference between the movement in Japan and Denmark to set appropriate 
work hours. In Denmark, work hours were reduced by collective agreement between employees 
and employers. Also, they maintain fewer working hours even though they do not have labor 
regulation by the Danish government. On the other hand, in Japan, the movement is motivated by 
corporate profits and the government is also seeking to increase economic power. Some 
corporations realized the value of work-life balance as a business strategy to attract and keep 
favorable workers, eliminate expenses for extra work hours, and increase productivities. The 
Japanese government considers working hour reduction as the national strategy to raise a birth 
rate, keep the workforce, expand options for women’s careers, and enhance productivities. In the 
end, these strategies increase the economic power to compete in the global society. However, the 
movement in Japan is still not from workers themselves to improve their well-being.  
Through the interviews in both countries, what I notice was the importance among 
workers to have the power to control their work life by themselves. In Denmark, flex work is 
dominated in the society and employees can choose the way to use the time for their work. 
According to the interviews, employees can negotiate with employers to reduce the amount of 
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work if they cannot manage in time. I assume that the culture that employees request their 
appropriate amount of work form the history of Danish collective agreement. Since the end of 
the 1890s, Danish people have negotiated their work environment through the collective 
bargaining between employees and employers. However, it should be noted that there are still a 
certain number of Danish people who work longer, especially in management levels. 
 In Japan, people have less choice of work style. They are still living in the frame of work 
style given by their employers and demand. Although the government tries to promote work hour 
reduction in Japan, most of the committee members discussing the issue are still leaders of big 
corporations and it is not clear that this message is being received by the rank-and-file.  
One thing I realized from the field work is the difference of workers’ view toward their 
work life balance between these two countries. Danish people naturally believe that their private 
life should be prioritized more than other things. However, Japanese people feel that it is lucky to 
keep enough private life. I felt that Japanese people tolerate prioritizing their work instead of 
their private lives. What the most important thing to improve work condition is the 
empowerment of workers themselves so that not to sacrifice their private lives, and giving them 
the power to negotiate their work environment. 
 
Answers to the Research Questions 
In my project, I tried to reveal the relationship between long working hours, happiness, 
and political engagement. Specifically, I built up the hypothesis: long working hour reduces 
workers’ happiness and the quality of democracy. Besides, I tried to figure out how free market 
economy relates working hours. 
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Firstly, I could see the correlation among three factors as follow. 
Happiness and Work hours- My survey result could be evident the trend that when people 
work less, most people enjoy their life more. This data implies that long work time decreases the 
opportunity to enjoy their life. But interview results show that happiness is more related to 
communication with others and enjoying what they want to do. Free time allows people to be 
happy. 
Work hours and Political Engagement- From my fieldwork research, I could not figure out a 
strong correlation between work hours and political engagement. Especially, physical political 
participation is not really related to work hours. However, there is a significant relationship 
between work hours and satisfaction with people informing themselves on political issues.  
Political Engagement and Happiness- When I see the correlation between the OECD data of 
voter turnout rate and the World Happiness Report’s happiness index, it is revealed that happier 
country holds relatively higher voting rate. The average voting rate of top 10 happy countries 
group is 75.98%, and the worst group is 65.36%. According to my survey, there is less 
relationship between political engagement and happiness. However, the data from my field work 
implies that people could enjoy their overall lives more when they are confident with the time are 
enough to create their own opinions. 
Secondly, let’s see the validity of the hypothesis: long working hour reduces workers’ 
happiness and the quality of democracy. As discussed above, it is clear that long working hours 
reduce people’s happiness. Concerning the quality of democracy, if one considered a higher 
voting rate increase it, this hypothesis could not be confirmed. The fieldwork research clarified 
that people would not prioritize the political engagement if they would have more free time by 
reducing their working hours. However, if we define the quality of democracy as the society 
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constituted with the people who are satisfied with their political actions, the hypothesis could be 
confirmed. The reason for this is that long working hours would hamper the people’s satisfaction 
for their political action. My study revealed that long working hours reduce the time for reading 
social and political articles, and interfere people’s satisfaction that they spend enough time to 
figure out their stand point: this is the logic I consider that the hypothesis could be vilified. 
Thirdly, I could see the effect of the free market economy on working hours from the 
interviews in Japan. In Denmark, work hours are controlled better than Japan thanks for 
collective agreements, and therefore I could not see the huge effect from the free market 
economy. It seems that, as Burgoon asserted in 2009, collective agreements and labor councils 
reduce the influence from the free market economy. The competition arouses from the market 
economy requires corporations to eliminate expenses and quality of their service. Subsequently, 
corporations try to remove the number of regular employees and therefore the charge for them 
has been increased. Also, corporations are trying to correspond the customer’s demand with a 
higher quality of service to survive in the society. According to the interviews, these movements 
by corporations have impeded efforts to reduce work hours in Japan. However, free market 
society also motivates people to reduce work hours. Some corporations have begun to reduce 
work hours to eliminate expenses because of the overwork. In order to attract better personnel, 
other companies represent that they could engage a good work-life balance for workers. The 
Japanese government began to hold out the policy to improve work environment including the 
reduction of work hours to increase economic power by encouraging workers to keep working 
after they had children or the needs of take care of their old parents, increasing birthrate and 
productivities.  
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Further Research and Recommendation 
The biggest limitation of this study is that the Danish research participants with work 
more than 50 hours are very few. Further research with more number of this population might 
provide a more convincing study. Also, in this research, participants for the research were mostly 
more than middle-income households. Therefore, in order to better understanding for the 
relationship I have examined, the research for low-income people would expand more 
knowledge. Their view toward politics and the reason for overwork should be different with the 
participants this time.  
Not only the research related to original research questions, but this study also suggested 
a new research question. This research spotlighted the importance of people informing 
themselves and its effect upon political engagement and happiness. This significance motivates 
me to study how the societies show a difference between the society with the population with 
less informed and enough informed the political and social reality. Further research on this issue 
could examine the importance of sociopolitical literacy. Furthermore, the experiment would give 
us an idea if we should concern the political engagement as a crucial factor for the creation of 
happier society. The research this time offered us the understanding that less working hours 
would give people more satisfaction and better political judgment which should contribute to 
better quality of democracy. However, we could not verify if better democracy increases social 
happiness. Therefore, I believe that this further research would assist to complete my happiness 
study with work hour and political engagement.  
 
As discussed in the literature review section, happiness contributes to creating a better 
society. The United Nations Development Programme, some academic institutions, and private 
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consulting companies have established the development measurements based on an amount of 
happiness and well-being as an alternative of the GDP. As the World Happiness Report, many 
intellectuals have researched and analyzed the happiness situation in the world. Especially the 
happiness ranking from the World Happiness Report is published for the reference to make better 
public policies, and it is commonly used to compare the happiness situation in each country.  
However, there is no clear description to explain how researchers extracted the happiness 
index. The happiness index is calculated with the total digits of each indicator: GDP per capita; 
Social Support; Healthy Life Expectancy at Birth; Freedom to Make Life Choices; Generosity; 
Perception of Corruption. However, one could not see each digit of six factors and the way to 
extract them in the World Happiness Report. Breaking down each element constituting the 
happiness index would be important to figure out new proposals for better happiness in the world. 
Because I believe that the description should be significant to develop the happiness study in the 
world, I strongly hope that they unpack clearer information than the latest report. 
Global society tends to forget about the human rights in economically developed 
countries. My research shows that 12.5% of Japanese survey participants could not answer: I 
enjoy (somewhat enjoy) my life. Also, 28% of Japanese survey participants work more than 55 
hours/ week, which holds a high risk of mental and physical issues. As this data suggests, some 
countries still face obstacles to being happier even though they are economically developed. 
Developed countries are considered as a model to so-called backward countries. Therefore, it is a 
significant task to tackle human rights issues in the developed world too. 
One suggestion I would make is to generalize the rules like EU Working Time Directive: 
restrict to working time in 48 hours/week and take 11hours interval between work and work each 
day. However, there are still many people who work more than that in order to cover living 
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expenses. These workers are not included in this survey that focuses on white-collar workers. 
Therefore, it is also important to study workers employed in multiple jobs and to consider how to 
supply a safety net for the population at the same time. 
Setting a standard for appropriate work-life balance should empower people to prioritize 
their private life. Supranational entities such as the United Nations, NGOs, and international 
institutions should keep advocating the right of well-being as an outsider of each government and 
corporation. I hope this global trend to pursue happiness keep arousing.  
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APPENDIX 
 
Appendix: A Interview Questions List (For Full-time Workers) 
 
 
1. Please tell me your typical work day. How long do you work usually? How often do you work 
extra? How do you think about your work situation?  
 
2. Why do you work so long? Or Why not?  (If interviewee often works extra hours, I would ask this.) 
 
3.  If you can finish work every day on time, what do you want to do? (If interviewee often works 
extra hours, I would ask this.)  
 
4. How much important to spend time for for social contribution or reading about social and political 
issues? When would you motivate to take action for social issue? (including reading, studying, and 
volunteer activities) 
 
5. If your working hours shorter than current situation, will you spend more time on social 
engagement? (Including volunteer, reading articles, express your opinions.) 
 
6. What is your obstacles to take action for political, social, and international issue? (Including 
volunteer, reading articles, express your opinions.) 
  
7. How do you use SNS official page of political groups, NGO, NPO (Facebook, Twitter, etc…)? Do 
you read private blogs to catch up social issues? Do they help your social engagement, and how? 
 
8. Do you (did you) involve with social activities such as volunteer, community activities, joining 
NGO/NPO/political event? Do you want to do? How do you engage with those activities? Please tell 
me your story. 
 
9. How do you express your opinion toward social and political issues? Do you talk or discuss about 
those issue around you? Do you hesitate to show your opinion? Why? 
 
10. How do you decide your support candidate when you vote?  
 
            11. Are you enjoying your life? Why do you think so? What is the fun in your life? 
 
12. Are you happy? What makes you feel happy? When do you feel happy? 
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Appendix: B Questionnaire 
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m
	P
o
s
ts
G
.	
S
n
a
p
	c
h
a
t	
P
o
s
ts
H
.	
P
ri
v
a
te
	b
lo
g
s
O
th
e
r
1
3
A
re
	y
o
u
	(
o
r	
h
a
v
e
	y
o
u
	b
e
e
n
)	
in
v
o
lv
e
d
	w
it
h
	s
o
c
ia
l	
a
c
ti
v
it
ie
s
	s
u
c
h
	a
s
	v
o
lu
n
te
e
r,
	c
o
m
m
u
n
it
y
	a
c
ti
v
it
ie
s
	(
in
c
lu
d
in
g
a
s
s
o
c
ia
ti
o
n
s
),
	j
o
in
in
g
	N
G
O
/N
P
O
/	
p
o
li
ti
c
a
l	
e
v
e
n
t,
	s
in
c
e
	y
o
u
	s
ta
rt
e
d
	w
o
rk
?
Y
e
s
N
o
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1
4
If
	y
o
u
	a
n
s
w
e
re
d
	“
N
o
”	
in
	Q
1
3
,	
w
o
u
ld
	y
o
u
	l
ik
e
	t
o
	j
o
in
	t
h
o
s
e
	a
c
ti
v
it
ie
s
?
A
.Y
e
s
	a
n
d
	I
	i
n
te
n
d
	t
o
B
.Y
e
s
	b
u
t	
I	
d
o
	n
o
t	
h
a
v
e
	e
n
o
u
g
h
	t
im
e
C
.	
Y
e
s
	b
u
t	
I	
d
o
	n
o
t	
k
n
o
w
	h
o
w
	t
o
	g
e
t	
in
v
o
lv
e
d
D
.N
o
	b
e
c
a
u
s
e
	I
	h
a
v
e
	n
o
	i
n
te
re
s
t
E
.	
N
o
	I
	w
a
n
t	
to
	s
p
e
n
d
	t
im
e
	f
o
r	
o
th
e
r	
a
c
ti
v
it
ie
s
1
5
D
id
	y
o
u
	v
o
te
	i
n
	t
h
e
	l
a
s
t	
e
le
c
ti
o
n
?
Y
e
s
N
o
1
6
If
	y
o
u
	h
a
d
	a
n
	e
x
p
e
ri
e
n
c
e
	t
o
	s
k
ip
	v
o
ti
n
g
	b
e
fo
re
,	
w
h
y
	d
id
	n
o
t	
y
o
u
	v
o
te
?
A
.	
B
e
c
a
u
s
e
	o
f	
b
u
s
y
n
e
s
s
	o
f	
m
y
	w
o
rk
,	
I	
h
a
d
	n
o
	t
im
e
	t
o
	v
o
te
B
.	
N
o
	i
n
te
re
s
t	
in
	p
o
li
ti
c
s
C
.	
I	
d
o
n
’t
	t
h
in
k
	m
y
	v
o
ti
n
g
	a
ff
e
c
t	
th
e
	r
e
s
u
lt
D
.	
I	
w
e
n
t	
to
	l
e
is
u
re
	o
r	
tr
a
v
e
l
E
.	
T
h
e
re
	w
e
re
	n
o
	a
p
p
ro
p
ri
a
te
	c
a
n
d
id
a
te
s
F
.	
B
e
c
a
u
s
e
	o
f	
s
ic
k
	o
r	
in
ju
re
d
	i
n
c
lu
d
in
g
	y
o
u
r	
fa
m
il
y
/p
a
rt
n
e
r
G
.	
It
	w
a
s
	a
n
n
o
y
in
g
	t
o
	g
o
	v
o
ti
n
g
H
.	
I	
fo
rg
o
t	
a
b
o
u
t	
v
o
ti
n
g
	d
a
y
I.
	I
	d
id
	n
o
t	
u
n
d
e
rs
ta
n
d
	t
h
e
ir
	p
o
li
c
ie
s
	a
n
d
	c
h
a
ra
c
te
rs
J
.	
O
th
e
r
O
th
e
r
1
7
If
	y
o
u
	d
o
	n
o
t	
m
in
d
,	
p
le
a
s
e
	f
il
l	
o
u
t	
fo
ll
o
w
s
.	
(T
h
e
	i
n
fo
rm
a
ti
o
n
	m
ig
h
t	
b
e
	u
s
e
d
	f
o
r	
c
o
n
ta
c
ti
n
g
	y
o
u
	l
a
te
r	
to
	f
o
ll
o
w
	u
p
	r
e
s
e
a
rc
h
.)
Y
o
u
r	
N
a
m
e
Y
o
u
r	
e
m
a
il
	A
d
d
re
s
s
R
e
p
o
rt
	A
b
u
s
e
	
P
o
w
e
re
d
	b
y
	F
re
e
O
n
li
n
e
S
u
rv
e
y
s
